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In addition to designing buildings and running a Memphis architecture firm, Met Crump ’60
has spent his life painting and sketching, and he recently published a collection of his works
in Met Crump – Travel Sketches and Paintings 1963-2020. He captured this picturesque
watercolor scene at The Moorings Marina in Tortola, British Virgin Islands, in January 2001.
Read more about Met’s book on page 25.
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Darrell Cobbins ’91 began bridging
worlds in his MUS days, and he has
continued uniting people and factions
in his career and community work. From
his founding of Universal Commercial
Real Estate LLC to his role on multiple
boards – Tennessee State Board
of Education, National Civil Rights
Museum, Rhodes College, 100 Black
Men of Memphis, and more – Cobbins has broken barriers and
lent his voice and vision to his city and state. See page 16.
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FROM THE HEADMASTER

Moving Forward
As I write this during the first days of February 2021, it
is a week short of when I first learned of the coronavirus a
year ago. At that time the contagion was in faraway Asia and
had not yet emerged in Italy, spread to Europe, and found its
way to the United States. It caught my attention, however,
as news of international schools going remote popped up in
my head-of-school email listserv and weekly updates from
educational organizations. In late February I asked Director
of Technology John Simi how MUS would go about teaching
online if circumstances warranted it. In the typical fashion we
have come to know and admire, he quickly produced a memo
that would become the outline for what we would do for the
remainder of the spring 2020 semester and lay the groundwork
for our return to campus for 2020-21.
We are all familiar with the story that unfolded last March
of hard-working teachers who made the herculean leap from
being masters of the classroom and traditional teaching to
tech-savvy pedagogues. Our teachers and administrators
worked diligently during the summer, despite constantly
changing developments and health department advisories, to
design a comprehensive plan whereby MUS would operate no
matter what the pandemic presented us. As a result, we have
been on campus since the start of the school year. And, despite
the daily reminders of the pandemic in the form of 6-footdistance floor markers, masks, and the ever-present hand
sanitizer, we have been able to deliver an MUS education in
the safest way possible.
There is no doubt that the next edition of our school’s
history book will have a lengthy chapter on the pandemic,
but the better story will be how MUS moves forward as the
COVID-19 cloud lifts. With vaccines now entering the picture,
we can begin to look ahead.
In taking deliberate steps back to normality, we will
be sure to retain and build on the positive lessons we have
experienced because of the pandemic. Starting in March 2020,
the faculty made titanic strides in mastering technology so
that they could reach out to their homebound students. The
crash course they took that one week a year ago after Spring
Break was a testament to how talented and adaptable they
were in getting school opened virtually. During this school
year, the collective, digital prowess of our teachers was further
honed during the opening weeks when we were operating in a
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concurrent-hybrid model, and it continues today as just a small
number of students remain virtual. Anchoring the success we
have posted since March 2020 have been the boys themselves.
Their flexibility, resourcefulness, and positivity played a major,
if not the key, role in keeping the wheels moving and making all
our efforts worthwhile. It has been a remarkable story that we
will never forget and will talk about for years to come.
While we plan to be fully on-campus next year, the skills
acquired with technology will be used to strengthen the
traditional classroom-mode of teaching the school has banked
its reputation on, deservedly, for so long. Technology has had
no role in replacing or overturning what we do well. It has only
complemented and enhanced an already strong educational
and extracurricular program.
While this school year has seen faculty, administration,
and board working on a tactical, day-to-day footing to keep
our school safe and our programs going, we have also looked
ahead to the years beyond 2021-22. It was mid-February last
year when the Board of Trustees held a retreat to begin a
new strategic planning process. Over the course of the last
12 months, MUS did not push the pause button. We carried
on with the task of envisioning the school’s future as the
preeminent secondary school in Memphis and the Mid-South
and as a prominent school on the national level. Over 200
stakeholders gave of their time and talents to envision what
will be a comprehensive, five-year strategic plan. In brief,
COVID-19 has taken up a great deal of our time and attention,
but we have never lost sight of what the future holds for this
great school.
By the time the next issue of this magazine reaches you,
you will know more about the Strategic Plan and how MUS
will advance deeper into the 21st century. Until then, we will
work hard and continue to have school in person and on our
beautiful, 94-acre campus. I am excited for what lies ahead!
Veritas honorque,
Peter D. Sanders
PETER D. SANDERS
HEADMASTER
PETE.SANDERS@MUSOWLS.ORG

Sea
Change
BY FRANK LANIGAN
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Bruckner Chase turns passion for ocean
athletics into crusade for ocean safety
emphis has a track
record of producing
world-renowned titans
of industry, musicians,
athletes, and writers.
Further down that long list, you find
an occupation under-populated by
denizens of the Bluff City: worldrenowned ocean advocate and
endurance athlete. As Bruckner Chase
’84 finished his Memphis University
School career, he could not have known
he would one day be recognized by
these titles and – the moniker he prefers
– waterman.
Indeed, his beginnings were as
choppy as the waters of the coastlines he
would one day call home.

M

He spent his junior year in Australia,
and the experience opened his eyes
to a foreign culture – one that heavily
revolves around the ocean. There he ran
his first marathon. While he did not play
sports at MUS, a powerful realization
dawned upon him during his Upper
School years.
“What started for me in high school
was having a vision that perhaps there
was more that I could accomplish than I
had previously believed.”
Carrying this notion forward,
Chase began a decades-long pursuit of
endurance athletics with an unwavering
attraction to the water.
In 2010 Chase completed a 28mile swim across Monterey Bay,

Bruckner Chase conducts water confidence and rescue training in Pago Pago Harbor
with American Samoa fire and marine rescue personnel.

“It’s kind of ironic, I now travel
around the world working with the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) and other
international marine-focused agencies
as an ocean safety, conservation, and
sport expert, but I was rescued from
drowning twice before the age of 10,”
Chase says. “Once at a Chickasaw
Country Club pool and once at a lake
outside of Nashville.”
6
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despite hundreds of jellyfish stings
and encounters with National Marine
Sanctuary residents from blue whales
to great whites. The event, he says, was
a turning point in his professional and
athletic career.
After finishing the swim, a feat
accomplished by only one other person
at the time, the NOAA Office of National
Marine Sanctuaries asked Chase to
travel to American Samoa in 2011 to

complete an historic first swim between
two of the territory’s islands and to
work on ocean safety with members
of the community. The mission was to
share his knowledge in ocean sports
and to counteract a distressing number
of drownings within the Samoan
community. As a result of his work
there, Chase is now a Samoan matai or
chief for the village of Aunu'u with the
Samoan name of Uila o le Sami, which
translates Lightning in the Ocean.
Asked by the Samoan government
to launch a strength-based youth ocean
initiative, he formed the Bruckner Chase
Ocean Positive Foundation in 2011. He
began his foundation’s work under a
Department of Commerce grant working
in American Samoa, and he now
works under a multi-year Cooperative
Research and Development Agreement
with NOAA’s National Weather Service,
to protect coastal communities, natural
waters, and individuals throughout the
United States.
Chase knew that communityspecific messages were needed to
educate those living near or visiting our
shores. His collaborators at the National
Weather Service agreed, and in 2017 the
Wave Safe with Bruckner Chase video
series project was born.
“Wave Safe is groundbreaking
– taking a demographically and
geographically specific look at how we
educate the community and developing
protective techniques to prevent
drownings,” Chase says.
The series has taken him all over the
globe to provide tailored content and
actions for coastal communities.
“Not everyone goes to Destin for
their beach experience. We needed
to enforce that the coastlines of the
Pacific Northwest or New Jersey are very
different from the Florida Panhandle,”
Chase says. “Aside from the different
hazards and dangers from coast to coast,
our beaches are dynamic environments
that are constantly changing with tides,
weather, and waves.”

Chase pauses post-workout on Australia’s Gold
Coast while preparing for the Coolangatta Gold
surf lifesaving event.
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Throughout the diverse locations,
Wave Safe focuses on a philosophy, a
mindset, and an action.
“The philosophy is Respect the
Ocean. Recognize that whether it is big
waves, cold water, or rushing currents
along the Mississippi River, you have to
respect the water. No one conquers the
power of the ocean or dynamic open
water.”
The mindset is Situational
Awareness. Chase warns parents not
to sit on the beach sipping a drink and
texting while their kids play at the
water’s edge unattended. “The weather,
waves, tides, and even people around you
are constantly changing, and coastlines
demand the same level of awareness and
focus you would apply driving through
downtown traffic.”
The action, Take Ten, recognizes
the tragedy of second-victim drownings
– when unprepared rescuers rush in
to save struggling victims, resulting in
injury or death to one or both. The Wave
Safe action plan provides a professional
first-responder approach to water rescue
with the tagline “Protect yourself first to
save others.”
“Before you rush into any dangerous
situation, do what a professional ocean
lifeguard would do: Take an emotional
pause to begin the right actions,” he says.
“In about 10 seconds, alert someone
else, have someone call 911, and look for
something that floats so you can help the
person in trouble while keeping yourself
safe. We want potential rescuers who
see someone else in trouble to live to
be the hero.”
Opposite page: Clockwise from top left,
Chase as Red Bull's “waterman” and
event technical director; with students
in American Samoa; representing Ocean
Positive with Red Bull supporting MidAtlantic Lifeguard Agencies during 2020’s
COVID-challenged beach season. At right,
a depiction of the Monterey Bay swim
that launched Chase’s new career and the
Ocean Positive Foundation in association
with NOAA National Marine Sanctuaries.

After a day of filming in Waikiki
in 2017, Chase tapped into his own
ocean lifeguard training and put these
principles into action as the National
Weather Service film crew watched.
“I had swum back to the beach after
filming on this little jetty, and the film
crew started waving and yelling,” Chase
says. “There was a woman on a raft about
to be sucked through a gap in the sea
wall and crushed by breaking waves.
I assessed the situation, but before I
swam back out, I signaled the lifeguard
on shore. He met me at the victim with
a rescue can, and the two of us helped
swim her back to shore.”
The notable part of this story, he
says, was that the woman had no idea
she was in any danger. If someone
untrained and unaware of the proper
precautions had tried to rescue her, the
situation might not have ended so well.
Since last spring, like most
organizations, the Bruckner Chase Ocean
Positive Foundation has felt the effects
of COVID-19, though Chase believes
the pandemic has offered a unique
opportunity for reflection.
As the virus continues to have a firm
hold across the country, people want
to be outside and socially distant, he
says. For many, isolated and unguarded

Making of
a Waterman

A

fter earning a degree
in exercise science
from Rice University,

Bruckner Chase began a career
in retail design, development,
and construction. A decade
ago, his passion for ocean
athletic events altered his path.
He developed and wrote the
global open-water guide for
Special Olympics International,
and now he serves as a brand
development and marketing
advisor for Orca wetsuits
and sports apparel and GU
Energy Labs athlete nutrition
products. His focus on surf
lifesaving brought him to Red
Bull as the co-creator and
technical director for Red Bull
Surf + Rescue and to the 2018
Lifesaving World Championships
in Australia as a Global
Ambassador. He formed the
Bruckner Chase Ocean Positive
Foundation in 2011 with this
mission: “To positively impact
how we all feel, think, and act
towards our oceans
communities.”

and our
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Director of Counseling Joe Abrahams puts the needs of
others first, his colleagues say.

beaches are becoming sought-after
destinations. At the same time lifeguards
on patrolled beaches face a new threat
to their health and the health of beach
patrons.
“With new distractions to maintaining
ocean vigilance, we recognized the urgent
need for people to know how to think and
respond to protect themselves and others.”
A focus on sustainable, measurable
impact is a core principle for Ocean
Positive. To track, quantify, and
demonstrate the effectiveness of their
initiatives, Chase is joined by his wife,
social science statistician Michelle EvansChase, Ph.D. Her work and research have
focused on diverse populations around
the world, and she uses a social scientist’s
approach to message development for
cultural relevance and impact.
“The most rewarding accomplishments I and our foundation have achieved
are directly linked to the insights and support I gain from having her as my partner
in life and my life’s work,” Chase says.
This January the Wave Safe series
was selected for a World Open Water
Swimming Nomination for Offering of
the Year. The nomination, says Chase,
is a “testament to the hard work of our
colleagues and the importance of their
message for those heading to their favorite
coastlines throughout the world.”
Although the high school-aged
Bruckner Chase could not have pictured
waterman as a profession, looking back,
his path and his purpose are clear. While
he's still an elite-level ocean athlete, the
focus is now on the legacy beyond finish
lines.
“What I do in the ocean makes me an
athlete, but what I do for the ocean and for
these communities makes me a waterman
with a vision to protect both.”
To learn more about Bruckner Chase and his
Ocean Positive Foundation, including the Wave
Safe videos, visit bcoceanpositive.org.
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Chase sets buoys off Ocean City, NJ,
for a sunrise ocean training session.
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good
run
BY LIZ COPELAND

John Good shepherded Jernigan Capital
through IPO, capital growth, $1 billion of
investments, and corporate sale
– all in six years

John Good ’76 and his interviewer,
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t has been an interesting
season for John Good
’76, a securities, mergers
and acquisitions (M&A),
and corporate governance
attorney who helped Jernigan Capital
(JCAP) go public in 2015 then served as
president, CEO, and board chairman.
The future looked promising for the
real estate investment trust (REIT)
providing debt and equity capital for
the self-storage industry. The company
had built an impressive portfolio of
properties nationwide with opportunity
for expansion. Then COVID hit, growth
capital sources dried up, and interested
parties lined up with merger and
acquisition offers. November 6, JCAP
sold to the highest bidder, NexPoint, an
alternative investment platform based in
Dallas, for $900 million.
Good, who has stayed on as CEO at
NexPoint Storage Partners, is commuting
to Dallas 3 1/2 days a week for a year
and considering the possibility of a
permanent move in summer 2022.
“I never thought that at 63 I’d be
thinking about moving to another city
after being here my whole life,” he said. By
late June, Good and his wife, Antoinette,
expect to have seven grandchildren in
the Memphis area. “Antoinette has lived
in Memphis for 63 years, I have lived here
for 61, and given our lifetime in Memphis,
Dallas seems like a real stretch for us.
Dallas might as well be Kazakhstan!”
Good has a habit of hiring Owls.
Currently, NexPoint Storage Partners
is benefiting from the skills of Director
of Business Development Warner
Russell ’05 and Director of Investment
Underwriting Will Aldridge ’07.
Another alumnus he hired in 2006
at Bass, Berry & Sims, Gil Uhlhorn ’93,
mentioned Good’s “pretty great success
story” to us and suggested an article
in MUS Today. We agreed … and asked
Uhlhorn if he would be interested in
interviewing his former boss. In true Owl
fashion, he consented, and the following
excerpts are the result of that midJanuary conversation.

q: First congratulations on the
transaction with NexPoint and the
new position with NexPoint Storage
Partners. Before we get into those
deal specifics, can you give us a quick
professional history?
a: I started out right out of college in
public accounting, first on the audit side,
and then the tax side. I loved doing the
creative work formulating tax shelters.
This was the early ’80s, and the tax-shelter
business was blowing and going. I realized
I’d rather be on the legal side, so I went
to law school. Then my last year of law
school, they passed the 1986 Tax Act,
which did away with tax shelters. Best-laid
plans were basically wiped away with a
stroke of President Ronald Reagan’s pen.
I gravitated toward the securities and
merger and acquisition field and became
head of the Securities and M&A practice
group at Baker Donelson. In May 1999 I
started the Bass, Berry & Sims Memphis
office, focusing on securities and M&A
transactions and corporate counseling for
the real estate investment trust industry.
It took nearly 15 years to build that
practice, but it ultimately paid off in being
called to lead the building of a real estate
investment trust client that I had just taken
public. That was how I ended up at Jernigan
Capital in the spring of 2015.
q: Moving from a private law practice
to business is not uncommon, but you
moved into a C-suite role. How did your
experience prepare you?
a: In addition to experience in accounting,
tax issues, and capital markets, the last
10-12 years of my legal career I was in the
board room providing advice on major
transactions, as when NBC [National Bank
of Commerce] merged with SunTrust. I
led the formation of, and for many years
participated in the growth, of Mid-America
Apartment Communities. Those are a
couple of local examples. Over 30 years
doing diversified things, you develop skills
that qualify you to do something else, and
Jernigan Capital provided me with a great
opportunity to pull together a lifetime of
skills in a senior corporate leadership role.

q: Can you talk about the transition?
a: I didn’t have trouble transitioning from
lawyer to executive officer – I had no real
choice! We came out of the IPO chute
and stumbled pretty quickly. We were in
survival mode within six months after
our initial public offering, with overhead
exceeding initial projections and capital
markets basically closed to us. We found
creative ways to finance the business while
we waited for the business model to take
off – a joint venture with a best-of-class
institution and a creative preferred stock
transaction carried us for nine months, and
our hard-working business development
team found many great self-storage
investments during this period. That JCAP
team, with a strong representation of Owl
alumni, remained focused and rowed us
through the rough waters.
q: Why was this the right opportunity?
a: It was a confluence of factors – my
relationship with [ founder] Dean Jernigan,
my age – I was 57 years old. If I was ever
going to do anything, this was probably
the right time to do it. There were some
[extended] family issues. My life as a lawyer
had been largely on the road. This was an
opportunity to have a much lighter travel
schedule and focus on family matters that
were pressing. Often God brings together
events that order your life in a way that – if
you listen – show a pretty clear path as to
what you ought to be doing. This was one
of those times when everything lined up.
q: The life of Jernigan Capital was about
six years. Is that a normal timeframe
for this type of business? Or was it a
surprise that you found yourself in the
market for a transaction?
a: For us it was not unusual because
we were a very small capitalized public
company. Your typical public company
now is substantially over a billion dollars
of market capitalization. We were about
half that. We had a lot of growth remaining
to reach the point where we could call
our own shots, to the extent any public
company can ever call its own shots.

We had made unbelievable strides and
were on the way to achieving relative
independence. Then COVID came along
and shut down our capital window. Our
competitors were on average 10 times
larger than us and running portfolios of
self-storage properties that were stabilized,
producing predictable cash flows, with
access to different types of capital at very
good pricing. We were operating a portfolio
of newly developed properties that were
in the process of leasing up, becoming
stabilized, and then the pandemic hit.
We could have survived. We had plenty
of capital, we had access to credit, but we
would have been stuck in that half-billion
dollar market capitalization without great
prospects for growth in the near term.
We did not want our shareholders to be
burdened with low growth and delayed
upside.
We were fortunate to have parties
very interested in what we had built – a
best-in-class self-storage portfolio that was
national in scope, located in some of the
best markets in the United States, close to
very fast-growing population centers, lot
of job growth. Our larger competitors saw
value in it. We did not put ourselves up
for sale … but we had four or so interested
parties, and we were able to create some
competitive tension. At the end of the day,
we delivered a price for our shareholders
that we could not turn down. It was
approved overwhelmingly when it came
for a vote.

q: In managing a public company,
you have a responsibility to your
shareholders to consider an offer for
purchase.
a: As a management team of a public
company, you are always focused on what
is in the best interest of shareholders. Can
you deliver more value to shareholders
within a reasonable period by continuing
to operate independently, considering
your capital resources, timing of the
business cycle, and potential economic
and competitive headwinds? Or do you
deliver higher value by selling or merging?
In this case the management team and the
13

board came to the decision it was better for
shareholders that we sell.
q: At some point you can work yourself
out of a job.
a: That’s right! And it is imperative that
you not focus on yourself and your future
employment but rather on the value you
are creating.
q: You have continued with NexPoint as
CEO, and some former JCAP employees
have stayed on, as well. What do you see
ahead?
a: NexPoint has a multifaceted real estate
platform with several different property
types – publicly traded multifamily, hotel,
and mortgage companies – and now a
billion-dollar storage platform with room
for growth. NexPoint is running a $10
billion real estate investment platform
with about 18 people. We bring some
added bandwidth to NexPoint, and there is
opportunity for people on the former JCAP
team to get involved in other areas of real
estate. A lot of what they do centers around
financial analysis/structuring and dealmaking – skills our people developed over
six years with JCAP. Warner [Russell ’05]
and Will [Aldridge ’07] have underwritten

Warner Russell ’05 and Will Aldridge ’07
of NexPoint Storage Partners
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over $12 billion of self-storage investments
since the summer of 2015 and have
structured, closed, and helped with the
financing of over $1 billion of investments.
I think our folks will be very additive to
the NexPoint platform. At the same time,
there’s an opportunity for me in a senior
role to create new investment verticals,
creatively grow the existing platform, and
otherwise contribute my many years of
capital markets and deal-making expertise
to the continued growth of the NexPoint
platform.
You were instrumental in moving JCAP’s
headquarters to Memphis. Unfortunately,
with the sale of JCAP, we lose a public
company with a Memphis headquarters.
What do you think we need to do here to
attract more public companies?
Some of that depends on making sure
we have a workforce that provides the
talent they need. FedEx and AutoZone have
found that workforce, and they control
a lot of the talent. We need more quality
people to grow that public company base,
and that’s a function of keeping good
people here by improving education. If we
can be successful at that, we’ll have public
company growth here.
q: How did MUS prepare you for your
life in law and business?
a: The best way to answer that is to point
to some of the teachers – Jim Russell,
Norman Thompson, Dr. [John] Harkins,
Jerry Omundson. These were teachers
who didn’t just stand in front of the class
and feed you information. They taught you
how to think. They developed in students
a critical thought process, a thirst to look
behind the information. They gave you an
intellectual curiosity that you don’t get in
most places.
That carried over into college and
was instrumental in my decision to
go to law school. I wanted to be in a
creative profession … and that desire was
stimulated by the manner of learning we
experienced at MUS. Those teachers were
hard, and they made you think, but when
you were stuck on something or needed

help in developing a thought process, they
were always there to help, and they gave
you the liberty to expand your creative side.
q: What advice do you have for today’s
MUS students and alumni as they
consider their career paths?
a: First, don’t forget where you came from.
View your MUS education, and all other
education you receive, as a gift that will pay
dividends for the rest of your life.
Find something you are passionate
about and go for it with everything you
have. Understand that anything worth
doing is going to be difficult. The bumps
and bruises along the way are part of what
makes it worthwhile.
Realize you don’t do anything on your
own. You have people all along the way who
help you. MUS teachers, college professors,
mentors in the workplace – they are giving
to you, and you should always give back. Be
passionate about sharing what you gain out
of life. Surround yourself with people who
are better than you are, and don’t be afraid
to let them succeed.
q: You hired MUS alumni at JCAP, and
you hired me at Bass, Berry, and Sims.
Why?
a: I am a big believer in the quality of MUS
students. I think they are excellent thinkers.
They have an internal drive, they’re selfstarters, and they’re loyal. It starts with
the Honor System. You can count on them.
They have high integrity – they are not
people who are going to embarrass you.
The other thing about MUS that I love
is that it produces leaders who give back to
our city. While I do not remotely consider
myself as belonging on this list despite
my role at JCAP, consider the MUS alums
who have been CEOs of New York Stock
Exchange-listed companies in Memphis,
it’s Fred Smith ’62, Pitt Hyde ’61, Allen
Morgan ’60, Bill Deupree ’59. What would
Memphis look like in 2021 without these
visionary men and the companies they
built?
That’s good company to be in!

BRINGING

HOME
THE LAUDS

Pictured from left, with the Ducks Unlimited trophy and banners are Carrigan
Sulcer, Max Shackelford, Dan Shell, and Will Schuessler.

Ducks Unlimited Honors MUS Chapter

M

US students have earned their
fourth-consecutive Ducks
Unlimited Varsity National
Championship. The MUS
Ducks Unlimited Club is the
most successful high school fundraising
chapter in the country, raising more than
$380,000 since it was founded in 2015.
Chapter donations go to DU’s waterfowl
and wetlands conservation mission.
DU Senior Vice President of Youth
and Education Harold Cannon praised the
group during his remarks at a September
meeting at Peabody Hotel. Will Schuessler
’21 and Max Shackelford ’21, 2019-20 club
co-chairmen, joined Cannon on stage as he

praised the club for sustained outstanding
leadership and performance. Also on stage
as an executive member of the DU Board
was Chuck Smith ’66, first vice-president
of Ducks Unlimited. Smith’s two-year term
as president will begin in May 2022.
There are more than 200 high school
and collegiate DU chapters across the
country that provide young adults the
opportunity to gain leadership skills,
acquire budgeting and goalsetting
experience, learn the importance of
conservation, and raise funds for the
organization’s wetlands habitat work. Dan
Shell ’21 and Carrigan Sulcer ’21 are the
2020-21 club co-chairmen.

Ten Advance as National Merit Finalists

A

ll 10 Semifinalists from the Class of 2021 have been named Finalists by the
National Merit Scholarship Corporation. Warren Barry, Wesley Butler,
Leo Campbell, Dutch Hansen, Braxton Hart, Cullen Lonergan, Samy
Paul, Ryan Peng, Will Schuessler, and Max Shackelford are among 15,000
Finalists across the nation. They will compete for some 7,500 scholarships
worth more than $32 million that will be offered this spring. About 90% of Semifinalists
attain Finalist standing, and about half of those will win Merit Scholar titles and financial
awards.
Established in 1955, the NMSC conducts the annual scholarship program to honor 		
the nation’s scholastic champions and encourage the pursuit of academic excellence.

Hart and
Young Receive
College Board
Recognition

B

raxton Hart ’21, and
Tamaz Young ’21 have
been selected for the
National African
American Recognition
Program. Hart is also a National Merit
Finalist, and Young is a National Merit
Commended Scholar. Students who
take the PSAT and are African
American, Hispanic American or
Latinx, Indigenous, or who attend
school in a rural area or small town,
may be invited to apply for academic
recognition as part of the College
Board National Recognition Programs.
These programs create pathways 		
to college for students from
underrepresented communities by
awarding them academic honors and
connecting them with universities
across the country.
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Darrell Cobbins smashed one of the last big barriers in Memphis
commercial real estate. Now he’s redefining what it means to be on top.

D

arrell Cobbins ’91
didn’t want to spend
his days riding
around showing
people houses. No disrespect
to those who do, he says. But
since he was a kid, he has always
visualized the next rung of the
success ladder, with one eye
on the highest-hanging fruit.
And in the world of Memphis
real estate, one level had never
been accessible to guys with his
background.
Commercial real estate
brokerage is, in large part, a
legacy industry dominated by
well-connected, long-established
families, such as the Snowdens,
Boyles, Loebs, and Belzes.
Cobbins wouldn’t just be
a new name in the game. He
would be the first to look like
the majority of Shelby County’s
population.
Now, with 13 years under his
belt as the founder and president
of Universal Commercial Real
Estate LLC, he says the past few
years have crystallized his sense
of purpose, both in business and
in his civic responsibilities.
“It’s to be a bridge,” he says. “I
am blessed to have been able to
walk in two different worlds. And
that means I can be a translator,
a mediator, collaborator, bringing
people together and articulating
things to different constituencies
who might not otherwise be able
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to bridge. It’s what I’m supposed
to be doing.”
Realtors generally agree
that relationships are the keys
to success. But commercial real
estate involves greater layers of
complexity, and not just in terms
of paperwork. Cobbins credits his
four years at Memphis University
School with giving him both
the academic foundation and
the social connections needed
to level-up in Memphis. Fellow
alumni such as Jim Rainer ’77
would mentor his climb in the
market. School friends, including
Andy Cates ’89, frequently
consult with him on major
projects.
More recently, in his advisory
role with current and former
students discussing race and
diversity on campus, Cobbins
sees his alma mater as a seedbed
for greater economic prosperity
across the whole community.
Many business relationships,
Cobbins says, start in high school.
So, too, the desire to be a part of
making institutional changes in
a city that still needs them.
“I really enjoy seeing a
business do well,” he says. “It’s
good for the business, but it’s also
good for Memphis. So when I
come on to a project, I really want
to help strategize and make sure
the smartest decisions are being
made.”
In commercial real estate,

Cobbins is known, first and
foremost, as a team player. And
sometimes it’s a game with
multiple overtimes. Here’s the
playbook from one recent closing:
Back in 2005, Cobbins
became good friends with a
young executive named Andy Nix
while both were in the two-year
Executive MBA program at the
University of Memphis. That’s the
relationship part of this story.
Twelve years later, Nix was
named executive director of
MyCityRides, a nonprofit that
leases-to-own motor scooters
to people in need of affordable
transportation. After just two
years, the group had outgrown
its cramped storefront on North
Cleveland.
So in May of 2019, Nix
consulted with Cobbins about
a relocation. It wouldn’t be a
simple move. MyCityRides needed
a centrally located facility with
multiple functions: showroom,
maintenance shop, and a kind
of drivers-ed training course
where their clients, whom they
call “flyers,” could get the “M”
endorsement on their licenses,
needed to legally operate twowheeled motor vehicles.
“We weren’t sure what exactly
we were looking for,” Nix says.
“Darrell said, ‘Let me make a
few phone calls.’ Nobody really
thought this would become a
nearly two-year process.”

BY CHRISTOPHER BLANK

Photos by Ziggy Mack 17
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Cobbins eventually identified the
former location of Al’s Honda Motorcycle
Shop at 3155 Summer Avenue. The
owners wanted to lease the building.
“They didn’t realize that they
actually wanted to sell it,” Nix laughs.
“Darrell helped with that.”
Between the pandemic shutdown
and a billboard on the property that the
owners wanted to keep, Cobbins finally
negotiated the deal (billboard included)
last October – a $500,000 closing that
launched MyCityRides’ $3 million
capital drive and an expansion aimed
at boosting ridership from around 250
clients to 1,000.
For Nix, choosing Cobbins to broker
the deal wasn’t just about friendship.
“He’s a bridge builder, a true networker,”
Nix says. “He knows Memphis inside and
out. When Darrell calls a meeting, people
clamor to get there.”
As a Black business owner, Cobbins
also brings high-profile input to
organizations looking to be inclusive.
“You can’t say you’re dedicated to
supporting a diverse community without
supporting minority-owned businesses,”
Nix says.
Universal Commercial Real Estate
remains uniquely positioned as the only
Black-owned commercial real estate
brokerage in Memphis. And at a time
when both the private and public sectors
are pledging more support to minorityowned companies, Cobbins offers clients
such as FedEx, the City of Memphis, and
Crosstown Concourse a way to honor
their commitments from the onset of
a project.

THE PIONEERS
Many of his classmates, even
some good friends, never knew that
Darrell’s school days started long before
they woke up. At 5:30 a.m., he caught
a MATA bus from his grandfather’s
home in Whitehaven. When it reached
Downtown, he transferred to a second
bus to East Memphis – a commute
repeated in reverse at the end of 		
each day.
He and his older brother, Donnell
Cobbins ’89, were trailblazers at MUS.

Mission to Serve
arrell Cobbins ’91 has made
serving the community a
personal quest, and his
Upper School alma mater
has benefited from his volunteerism. As
a class representative with Brett Grinder
for 20-plus years, he helped gather
news and plan reunion gatherings. (In
2019 he handed the baton to classmate
Ellis Haddad, who serves with Trevor
Benitone). Cobbins has called countless
classmates during Annual Fund Alumni
Phonathons. And now he is playing a
vital role as a consultant to Diversity,
Equity, and Inclusion Committee Chair
Curtis Johnson.

D

The Cobbins brothers, Donnell in the front
row and Darrell behind him, discussed
topics of the day in the 1989-90
Contemporary Issues Club.

As the fourth and sixth Black students to
attend the school, their elite education
had been at the insistence of their single
mother, Shirley Peace Cobbins, who
worked multiple jobs, including one
in the coat checkroom at the Peabody
Hotel. The school provided some muchneeded tuition assistance, just as their
South Memphis church had, at times,
provided help with their mother’s 		
utility bill.
Neither race nor income impeded
their aspirations. Donnell was a popular,
charismatic student known as a class
leader. When his more introverted
younger brother arrived two years later,
the introductions came easy.
“He had made so many friends that
it was a completely smooth transition
for me,” Darrell says. But his classmates’
backgrounds and lifestyles revealed the
larger social order at play, even among
peers. His friends on the football team
may not have seen the full picture, but
some faculty members recognized the
brothers’ challenges.
“We got to spend a lot of time
together riding in the car, when I’d drive
Darrell home after football practice,”
says Coach Bobby Alston. “The other
kids were sons of doctors and lawyers,
but Donnell and Darrell were really the
first what you might call ‘inner-city’
kids on campus. I just always had a deep
appreciation for how they fought the
fight, hung in there.”
With Darrell as an offensive and
defensive lineman, and according to
Alston “a really good player,” the team

Beyond 6191 Park Avenue, his service
has spanned the community and
includes the following current roles:
Tennessee State Board of Education
National Civil Rights Museum Board
of Directors
Rhodes College Board of Trustees
100 Black Men of Memphis President
University of Memphis Alumni
Association National Board of
Executive Directors
Leadership Tennessee Advisory
Council Member
United Way of the Mid-South Board
of Directors
Memphis Brooks Museum of Art Board
of Directors
The Salvation Army of Memphis & the
Mid-South Community Advisory Board
Family Safety Center of Memphis and
Shelby County Board of Directors
		

– Liz Copeland
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went to the state championship game in
1990.
For long-time friend Andy Cates, CEO
of RVC Outdoor Destinations, the brothers
paved the way not just for a more diverse
campus, but for a more diverse Memphis
business community.
“Darrell has always been Lincoln-esque
in his strength of character,” Cates says.
“We forget sometimes how hard it is to
build a foundation strong enough to bridge
historic divides, which is why we all see
him as such a bridge builder. There aren’t
enough Darrells in the world, even now.”
In 1991 Cobbins was one of two Black
seniors to walk at his graduation, with
about a dozen others on their way up.
Today, 85 self-identified Black students
attend MUS, and 29% of the full student
body identifies as minority. In the wake of
last year’s George Floyd protests, Cobbins
participated in a June 2 Zoom conversation
with about 50 Black alumni plus faculty
and staff.
“Man, I was just so impressed with
this generation coming up,” Cobbins said.
“From a leadership standpoint, you just
have to be amazed at how different things
are 35 years later, with so many African
Americans in different leadership roles. You
get the sense that the future is going to be
in good hands.”
Cobbins has been involved with the
school’s continuing conversations about

for college (again, his mom insisted),
ultimately put him on his first career path.

WHAT DRIVES THE CITY

Cobbins and other members of 100 Black
Men of Memphis deliver holiday toys to Hope
House in 2019.

diversity, equity, and inclusion, says DEI
Committee Chair Curtis Johnson. “His
institutional knowledge, community
connections, and active engagement
with MUS through the years have been
invaluable,” Johnson says. “He participated
in a campus interview with Headmaster
Pete Sanders that was broadcast to the
school community as part of Black History
Month.”
After graduation from MUS, Cobbins
went on to Rhodes College, earning a
degree in anthropology and sociology in
1995. He says the decision to stay local

Alumni Plan Cobbins Endowment

S

everal alumni are working to establish the Cobbins Family
Endowment as a tribute to Shirley Peace Cobbins and her
sons, Donnell ’89, left, and Darrell ’91, who were among
the first Black students to attend Memphis University
School. Donnell passed away in December from complications of
COVID-19. Funds from the endowment will provide a flexible source
of discretionary resources to advance the school’s effort to foster
diversity and support a climate of equity and inclusion for all
students and faculty. If you are interested in contributing to the
fund, email Director of Advancement Perry Dement,
perry.dement@musowls.org.
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In one sense, real estate – and an
entrepreneurial spirit – was in Cobbins'
blood.
His grandfather was Samuel Peace, Sr.
of Peace Realty. Along with his business
partner, Bill Wolfe, the pair developed
a 600-home subdivision in Southwest
Memphis called Lakeview Gardens that
catered to middle-income Black families.
In the 1960s Peace was listed among
Memphis’ acclaimed businessmen.
Like his prep-school friends, Cobbins
had some family history in his favor. But
it wasn’t until he began working for the
Greater Memphis Chamber in 1999, selling
memberships on commission, that he
began to see the huge role culture, race,
and wealth played in the city’s evolution.
“It opened my eyes to what drives the
city,” Cobbins says. “I saw how the forces
work together to build the city up to a
higher plane, and I wanted to be a part of
that. I was always prospecting, trying to
figure out what was happening. Over time,
I began to realize that the commercial real
estate industry was a direct beneficiary of
all the economic vitality coming out of the
dotcom boom.”
Through his economic development
work in the Chamber, Cobbins met Larry

Darrell Cobbins has served on the National Civil Rights Museum Board of Directors since 2014.

Jensen, father of Luke Jensen ’07 and
founder of Commercial Advisors (now
Cushman & Wakefield/Commercial
Advisors), who brought him into the fold
as a junior broker under the then-senior
managing director Jim Rainer, now senior
managing director at Newmark.
“I really wanted to work with him,”
Rainer remembers. “First of all, because
there were so few that looked like him in
this business, but secondly, because he’s a
master at presentation. People like him
and trust him right away.”

During one meeting, Rainer asked to
see his contact list. Cobbins produced a
laboriously researched document, then
Rainer put his own on the table: the
directory of the Memphis Country Club.
It was a lesson in networking and
influence that helped Cobbins gauge
his own access points. While wealth
and whiteness were big themes of that
directory, so was civic involvement.
“I had to get involved in the civic fabric
of this city,” Cobbins says. “That was where
the worlds overlapped. Many of the people

I went to school with worked in different
civic capacities. I was also raised in a family
of service, getting involved in communityfocused activities. It was part of who I was.”
Rainer recognized the value Cobbins
brought to Commercial Advisors as well.
“He had a whole different set of contacts
than anyone else on our team,” Rainer says.
“He was helping us diversify.”
Over the last two decades, Cobbins
has served on numerous boards, especially
ones that, in his view, bring people
together for the benefit of the entire
community. He’s chaired the boards of
the New Memphis Institute ( formerly
the Leadership Academy) and was the
youngest chairman on the Memphis Light,
Gas and Water (MLGW) board. Gov. Bill
Haslam named him to Tennessee’s State
Board of Education in 2018. More recently,
he has been involved with the Salvation
Army’s mission to aid Memphis’ homeless
women and children.
“It’s funny that in some ways, my
civic activities began to supersede my
professional life,” he laughs. “People I’ve
known for years are surprised to find out I
do commercial real estate.”
For Cobbins, his business and civic
lives are symbiotic.
“In both, I see a quintessential role as
an advisor. How can I bring value to your
business or organization?” he says. “At the
same time, I’ve come to appreciate one
lesson Jim Rainer taught me: The most
valuable thing in your life is time, and
the hardest thing in life is deciding how
to invest it. These days, I prefer to work
with people who are really trying to
get things done.”

A TIME FOR NEW LESSONS
For Cobbins, 2020 was a year for
thinking back on how he managed to
get through times of adversity – how
challenges remind us of the true value of
relationships and the real impact of all
that bridge building.
Some of those times involved national
crises that affected everyone in very
personal ways. Just three months after
landing his first job in commercial real
estate, the 9/11 tragedy put a freeze on
his early career.
21

Cobbins is well known in the Mid-South, appearing on television, in publications, and behind podium after podium throughout the community.

“My ambitions of closing major deals
turned into two or three years of just
treading water,” he says.
The housing market collapse in 2008
came on the heels of his resignation as
vice president at Cushman & Wakefield/
Commercial Advisors to start his 		
own business.
“What those periods did for me was
build a kind of steel resolve,” he says.
“Calamities will occur. But ultimately, the
only thing you can control is what you do
every day.”
Fortuitously, Cobbins had already
made a few adjustments in his focus just
before the COVID-19 outbreak; he was
shifting from helping clients buy land to
helping property owners find new tenants.
But the real lesson of the pandemic
came in November. His brother, Donnell,
tested positive for COVID-19 and was soon
admitted to the ICU at Baptist Memorial
Hospital-Memphis.
Each night, Darrell held vigil outside
the emergency room entrance. He couldn’t
go in to see his brother. But he could pray
22
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for him. Donnell, too, was a prominent
figure in Memphis, whether in civic
board meetings or in the pulpit of St.
Luke Missionary Baptist Church in South
Memphis, where he preached.
Donnell succumbed to the virus
December 11.
Since then, those old connections, old
friendships, have brought Darrell much
comfort.
“Coach Alston sent me an email letting
me know how proud he was of me and
my brother,” Cobbins says. “He was one
of the few people who saw what we were
going through. I can’t tell you how much
it’s meant to me hearing from old friends
just letting me know how much we’ve been
valued.”
Headmaster Pete Sanders was deeply
moved when Cobbins texted him in
December asking for an MUS sticker to
place on his brother’s casket. Sanders later
received a poignant photo of Cobbins at
the gravesite with his hand touching the
casket. It was emblazoned with the
U symbol.

“I know from my conversations with
Darrell that MUS has played an important
part in his life,” Sanders says. “As an
alumnus, he has given back to the school
while serving the Memphis community
on a number of fronts. His late brother,
Donnell, was just as dedicated to the
school and the city. MUS is honored to
call them alumni.”
These days, Darrell says he’s working
on the most important leadership role of
his life: strengthening the family bonds
in the absence of his older brother and
being fully present for his mother, his wife,
Mikki, his son, Brooks, 11, and his brother’s
children.
“I’m 48, and I’m now the patriarch of
my family,” Darrell says. “I’ve been talking
to God a lot. There are some things you
can’t create a master plan for. The
pandemic showed me that it doesn’t matter
how much money you have, how important
you think you are. The connections that
matter most are the ones that are closest to
you. Your family, your loved ones. Those are
the connections I’m focusing on now.”

review
Shelley’s American Butterfly Emerges
BY LIZ COPELAND

W

hy did J. Andrew Shelley ’86 write a
book based on family stories?

a soccer player and budding social justice
warrior.
The book is a work of fiction, but the
A. The pandemic gave him time
tales
are drawn from his own experiences:
away from his technology consulting
growing
up in Memphis, earning a degree
business.
in political science at Duke and an MBA
B. His grandmother, just before she
at Boston College, launching a career in
died, told him he would be the family
new technology development, and looking
genealogist.
back on it all with a discerning eye and a
C. He was disturbed by the polarization compassionate heart.
The majority of the events portrayed
of thought fueling the American culture
in
the
book did occur, he says. “The reason
wars – from politics, to race, to gender,
I
call
this
work fiction is that I cannot
to religion, to regionalism.
attest to the validity of every word. Many
D. His brother was senselessly
[incidents] were seen by me. Others told to
murdered in Memphis.
me. And some inferred by me. The events,
Shelley
and even more the sentiments behind
would tell you it
them, are very much true, though the exact
is all of the above,
timelines and every detail are not fully
but the spark
historical.”
was the dismay
The most poignant part of the book
his two children
– based on the 2013 shooting death of his
expressed at
brother, J.P. Shelley, by a 15 year old – is all
how badly
too real. After his brother’s wife spoke out
adults behaved
about trying to rehabilitate young people
in social media,
in the juvenile justice system in an effort
in government,
to prevent similar tragedies, comments on
in business – in general. Moreover, his
news stories revealed deep divisions in how
Massachusetts-born-and-raised kids lacked
people perceived race, class, justice, and the
understanding of their Southern cousins,
possibility for redemption.
and those relatives were equally mystified
Several stories in American Butterfly
by their Yankee cousins.
are drawn from experiences at Memphis
His e-book American Butterfly – Lessons
University School, and Shelley says he is
Learned from Family, Culture, and Love,
grateful for the education he received at
published in November, is his attempt to
6191 Park Avenue. “I learned more than I
trigger conversations that might help span
could have imagined anywhere else. When
the divide.
I think about writing, Mr. [Bill] Hatchett
“How do we keep on listening and not
taught us to eliminate verbosity. I have used
focus on these divisive words, whether it be
his methods with my son. Mr. [Norman]
conservative, or liberal, or racist? We have
Thompson brought us the beauty of
to get past these words because they are
language. Terry Shelton taught us to
so loaded that we lose the ability to listen
rewrite, and rewrite, and rewrite.”
to the subtleties behind them,” Shelley says
With then-English Instructor Ellis
from his home in Jamaica Plain, MA, where
Haguewood, Shelley learned a vital, and
he lives with his wife, Kimberly Stegmaier, a
painful, lesson when he and a fellow student
pediatric oncologist; and children Madden,
failed to deliver the second-semester sports
15, an elite-level gymnast, and Alessia, 11,

section for the
yearbook. “That
failure – which
I still feel guilty
about – changed
the way I
thought about
getting things
done,” he says.
In a way,
that lesson
presaged his
professional
evolution.
In a career
spent building new products and new
organizations focused on wireless
communication and location and
information technology, Shelley has come
to believe that organizational technology
– how we work together – is the most
important factor in getting 		
work accomplished.
Another takeaway from his alma mater
was “a good cadre of friends,” some of whom
provided feedback on early versions of the
book. During the COVID lockdown, the
group got together on a Zoom call every
couple weeks.
Looking ahead, Shelley plans
to continue promoting his book
through his website and blog
(americanbutterflythestory.com) and
producing physical and audio versions. As
he works on a second book, he speaks of his
aspirations for this latest form of product
development:
“You have only so much time left in
life – years, days, whatever. My ultimate
hope would be that, rather than building
new products, my writing can help bridge
the gaps among people. Once we do that,
we can work better with one another to do
truly great things.”
“And doesn’t that seem kumbayah and
ridiculous? Nonetheless, I believe it.”
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review
Goldmacher Turns the Page on Songwriting
BY GAYE SWAN

I

nnovation is a word that is tossed around
quite a bit, especially in business settings.
How to actually achieve it is the subject
of many a corporate workshop and selfimprovement book. Is there anything truly
innovative left to be said about innovation?
In his new book, The Reason for the Rhymes,
Cliff Goldmacher ’86 answers with a
definitive yes. A Grammy-recognized,
No. 1 hit songwriter, Goldmacher tackles
the subject with a new approach summed
up in the subtitle, Mastering the Seven
Essential Skills of Innovation by Learning
to Write Songs.

“Everyone possesses the ability to
create, but not everyone believes it,” he
says. “By breaking down the process into
seven components, I show people that
songwriting is an ideal way to unlock
innovation.”
Translating the principles used in his
workshops into written form was fairly
easy, he said. “A songwriter must have the
day-to-day discipline to sit down and write,”
Goldmacher says. “I approached writing a
book the same way. Of course, a song takes
me about three hours. A book is a different
animal, and I did have to get used to the
idea that I wouldn’t have a finished product
at the end of the day.”
In his workshops, Goldmacher divides
groups into smaller teams, with the
instruction to write a song utilizing seven
innovative skills. In his book, he details
each skill, correlates it to a songwriting
component, and follows with an insightful
(and fun!) songwriting exercise. At the end,
dedicated readers completing the exercises
will have written a song.

LATERAL THINKING

Cliff Goldmacher shares his songwriting
secrets in a new book.

The book is based on a series of
workshops developed and led by
Goldmacher. In these sessions business
executives and teams learn that the skills
used to write a song are the very abilities
needed to innovate in business. More
important, participants learn that anyone
is capable of creativity and innovation.
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The first innovative skill is lateral
thinking. To create something new and
different, you must think in a new and
different way, Goldmacher tells readers.
The songwriting component is the
metaphor, as it is rich in sensory language,
infuses emotions into your ideas, and
requires lateral thinking about familiar
concepts. In the exercise, readers follow a
step-by-step process to turn a concept into
a metaphor.

CREATIVITY
The songwriting component for the skill
of creativity is the verse. Writing verses is
a concentrated form of storytelling, and
the more you develop the skill, the easier it
becomes to access creativity. He includes

easy-to-follow, detailed instructions on
how to write lyrics.

COMMUNICATION
Clear and compelling communication
is important both for gaining support from
your colleagues and for marketing your
product. As the corresponding songwriting
skill, the chorus serves as the distillation
of the message you want to get across. Not
surprisingly, the challenge is to write an
effective chorus.

EMPATHY
The fourth innovative skill is empathy,
with a songwriting component of
observation. Empathy increases your
understanding of your customers’ needs.
Goldmacher calls it “refined emotional
intelligence,” and he explains that writing a
good song requires observation from other
points of view. The exercise is designed to
heighten empathy by honing observational
abilities.

COLLABORATION
Collaboration allows group members
to play to their strengths, holds them
accountable, keeps them motivated, and
makes for a stronger team – and thus, a
better song (or product). The songwriting
component, co-writing, is described
as the perfect microcosm of effective
collaboration, and the exercise asks readers
to determine their role in the songwriting
process.

RISK-TAKING
Risk-taking is up next, correlated
with vulnerability. An odd juxtaposition
at first glance, perhaps, but Goldmacher
explains that taking risks requires you to
make yourself vulnerable. The songwriting
challenge is to match your lyrics to a
melody (public-domain options are
included).

DIFFUSION
The last skill is diffusion. Innovative
ideas are meant to be shared, and so are
songs. The songwriting component is
performance. Fortunately, readers are not
required to go out and sing!
Throughout the book, Goldmacher
sprinkles in entertaining and helpful
anecdotes from his songwriting career
to illustrate his points. He has spent time
in Nashville and New York City as well
as California, working with Grammywinning and platinum-selling artists in
a cross section of genres. He also tells
some great tales from his workshops – no
spoilers, but
his preface
about
working
with a team
headed up by
a stone-faced
“warden”
clearly shows
his methods
work with
anyone!
As
Goldmacher
looks to the
future, he plans to continue his
workshops once pandemic restrictions
ease, and he is working on an online
version. In the meantime, his
collaborative music efforts are full steam
ahead. From his home in Sonoma, CA, he
is working with Grammy-nominated jazz
chanteuse Stacey Kent and her husband,
saxophonist and composer Jim
Tomlinson, on Stacey’s upcoming album.
Goldmacher is also working with
songstress Antonia Bennett (Tony
Bennett’s daughter) on an untitled
project.
Learn more about Goldmacher and his
work at TheReasonForTheRhymes.com.

Book Highlights
Crump’s Artistry
BY JOHN MCBRIDE ’17

M

et Crump ’60 loved art even as a young child attending classes at
Memphis Art Academy, and he never outgrew that love. The architect
and founder of The Crump Firm has spent free moments throughout
his lifetime sketching and painting, and the evidence can be found in Met
Crump: Travel Sketches and Paintings 1963-2020. The 104-page coffee-table
book encompasses more than 80 paintings and 55 line drawings, mostly from
Crump’s extensive travels through Europe.
During his MUS days, he
demonstrated his artistry by
creating the first Owl logo. At
The University of the South,
Crump learned the technical
skills required of oil and acrylic
paints as well as quick sketch
exercises, forcing split-second
decisions between the hand and
the mind guiding it. Before his
graduation he hosted a one-man
art show with large canvases,
encouraged by his professor,
Stan Barrett, renowned abstract
painter and founder of the Art
Department at Sewanee.
The ink and watercolor
pieces in the book hearken to
Crump’s year spent in Paris at
age 22. There he studied art and
architecture at the École des
Since his MUS days, Met Crump has never been far from
Beaux-Arts, and Paris quickly
a sketch pad or canvas, as his new book will attest. See
became his muse, inspiring
one of his watercolors on the inside front cover.
more than 30 trips to France.
Fredric Koeppel, esteemed Memphis art critic, provides commentary
throughout the book along with a forward. He praises the artist’s sketches
that “convey a breathless sense of immediacy that transcends the ordinary
character of reality” and watercolors that display “a gift for handling the
transparency of color wash to a point that approaches the abstract.”
Koeppel concludes, “It is evident … that he approaches the world and
exercises his craft with generosity and affection – that he brings to these
efforts not only his learning and knowledge, craft and experience, but his
expansive love for life.”
Crump’s book is available at Novel bookstore in Memphis.
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Just like
everyone
else L
by

JO H N M C B R I D E ’ 1 7

A father’s wish

sparks a U of M
program that turns
disabilities into
possibilities
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ike any parent, Sandy Schaeffer ’74 had concerns as each
of his three kids approached adulthood.
“You’re scared for any child. You don’t want them to
get hurt in a big, bad world,” he says.
Having a child with Down syndrome magnified that fear for
Sandy and his wife, Beth. “We had a daughter that we sheltered
carefully for her first 18 years. We were nervous.”
Schaeffer knew his daughter, Katharine, would be among
more than 300 Mid-South students with intellectual disabilities
who graduate high school each year with limited options for
post-secondary education. His desire for her to have the same
opportunities as her older siblings – college, work, independent
living – resulted in the creation of TigerLIFE, a program for
people with intellectual and developmental disabilities at the
University of Memphis, launched in 2013. The acronym stands
for Tigers Learning Independence, Fostering Education and
Employment.
“One of the things that started popping up in the ’90s was
this push around the country to create college experiences for
people with intellectual disabilities and other types of disabilities

Katharine Schaeffer with her dad,
Sandy Schaeffer, on the U of M campus
in January

that would normally exclude them from
going to college,” Schaeffer says. “A lot
of those experiences – good and bad –
shape you in a way in your late teens and
early 20s. They can be very formative,
and people who don’t finish high school
or don’t normally get admitted to college
just miss that opportunity.”
Now an instructor at the Fogelman
College of Business & Economics at
the University of Memphis, Schaeffer
had worked as a software engineer
at First Tennessee Bank and IBM
Corporation before starting his own
business, ThoughtWare Technologies,
an IT solutions company. His experience
creating something from nothing would
prove invaluable.
The idea that sparked TigerLIFE
arose during a casual conversation
with Memphis Institute on Disability
Director Chrisann Schiro-Geist. “We
were just shooting the breeze, and I said,
‘You know, Chrisann, this is something
we ought to do here at U of M. There’s
nothing like this in West Tennessee,’”
Schaeffer says. “I happened to have a
daughter with an intellectual disability
who was finishing high school, and
it happened to be Chrisann’s area of
research and interest, so we just said,
‘Let’s see if we can get something going.’”
After a series of weekly lunch
meetings and research about similar
programs in the United States and

internationally, the duo formulated
two goals that needed to be met if the
program was going to have long-term
success. First, the program must reflect
the community it serves – ethnically
and financially. Schaeffer did not
want it to be what he calls a boutique
program: one that only serves a small
demographic because of its high
cost. The second goal was that the
program needed to be self-sufficient,
not dependent on funding from the
University of Memphis or government
grants.
With Schaeffer’s business knowledge
and Schiro-Geist’s experience bringing
people with disabilities into the
workforce, they started TigerLIFE. Eight
years later, not only is the program
self-sufficient, but it even generates a
positive cash flow for the university.
Families pay tuition, but students
are eligible for scholarships and grants,
including the Tennessee STEP UP
Scholarship, Federal Pell Grants, and
scholarships through state vocational
rehabilitation services. Schaeffer says
former State Senator Mark Norris
and Tennessee Gov. Bill Haslam were
both great supporters behind making
students with disabilities eligible for
these scholarships and grants.
While in the two-year program,
students take specially designed classes
that provide workplace and life skills,
and they can participate in regular
University of Memphis courses and
student organizations. They also have
opportunities for internships with local
businesses and the university. Katharine
found her place in a U of M class learning
how to use dance as a form of education.
She has long taken classes with
Company d, a Memphis dance company
for young adults with Down syndrome.
As Katharine walks across the
University of Memphis campus today,
she recalls TigerLIFE memories,
including performing with Company d in
the Rose Theatre and her internship with
the Student Health Center.
TigerLIFE is the largest and most
racially and economically diverse
program in Tennessee for adults with
intellectual disabilities, and it has
graduated more than 355 alumni
since 2013, including Katharine. After
graduation, 72-76% of alumni are

competitively employed in jobs that pay
more than minimum wage. Given that
the national average for competitive
employment of this population is 1416%, Schaeffer and Schiro-Geist say the
need for programs such as TigerLIFE is
abundantly apparent.
“It’s not only the job part of it, but it’s
the fact that once they’re integrated into
society, they see themselves so differently
than when they’re sitting in a classroom
only with people like themselves,” she
says. “They change in terms of maturity,
and their personalities expand, and they
talk more. They’re more engaged.”
Katharine worked as a teacher’s
assistant at Calvary Place Childcare
Center in Downtown Memphis for three
years, and she looks forward to returning
after the pandemic. Schaeffer describes
the joy he has being able to take a step
back and watch his daughter flourish.

Members of the University of Memphis TigerLIFE
Class of 2018 celebrate their graduation.

“As a parent, being able to cut some
cords with our daughter with disabilities
has made all sorts of difference in how
we view her and her autonomy and
independence.”
Since starting the program, he has
served on the program’s board. His next
step is to begin an alumni organization
to connect the hundreds of graduates
through their common experience with
TigerLIFE.
“I really want to get this alumni
organization off the ground so that the
graduates get to know one another and
maintain social connectivity,” Schaeffer
says, “Just like everyone else.”
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Celebrating 20 Years of the Community Creed
BY GAYE SWAN

T

ruth and Honor, Scholarship,
Service, Respect, Humility,
Involvement, Accountability:
The tenets of the Community
Creed are interwoven into
every aspect of Memphis University School.
Emblazoned on the Upper School Fisher
Rotunda, depicted in 3D in the Wunderlich
Lobby of the Sue H. Hyde Sports and
Physical Education Center, and included
each year in the U Book, the creed serves as
a constant reminder of the traits cherished
by the entire community. The story behind
the creation of the creed began 20 years
ago, in the fertile minds of Ben Adams ’01
and Harrison Ford ’01.
Unified by what they describe as an
aversion to gifting benches, the duo was
searching for a way the senior class could
leave a legacy to the school. MUS was in the
midst of capital-campaign construction at
the time – including the Campus Center
and Dunavant Upper School – which
provided impetus as well.
“Ben and I were fiercely involved in
several committees within the capital
campaign, and there was a growing tension
between a desire to build for the future and

a commitment to preserving the past,”
Ford says.
“MUS is a school with amazing
traditions,” says Adams, who served as
Honor Council president, “and there was a
general sense of unease among the student
body about new construction happening
and what that would mean for sacred
spaces, like the student lounge, Clack
Dining Hall, the hallways that we all had
grown accustomed to roaming over the
years – that maybe we were losing a big
piece of what connected us to students
before us.”
The two set out to create a living
document that affirmed what they believed
about the MUS student experience. Their
goal was to safeguard their past while
launching their future, to honor those who
came before and inspire those to come.
Beginning with a list of virtues,
Adams and Ford compiled comprehensive
definitions for each one. Perhaps a little too
comprehensive at first – Ford says he and
his classmate “worked the initial draft to
within an inch of its life.” Fortunately, the
next step was to involve teachers.
Faculty members they consulted were

Photo by Karen Pulfer Focht
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enthusiastic about the endeavor. According
to the 2001 article in MUS Today, Flip
Eikner ’77, Jim Russell, John Harkins,
Manning Weir ’90, Lin Askew, Emily
Baer, Curt Schmitt, Anne and Patrick
McCarroll ’92, and Ellis Haguewood
were among their supporters. Under their
guidance Adams and Ford were able to
clarify the purpose, function, and text of
the creed. Both praise Eikner for providing
invaluable assistance in breathing life into
the document.
“Mr. Eikner deserves so much credit for
helping us craft and refine the language,”
Adams says. “The lesson here? When you’ve
never written a creed before, turn to your
English teacher.”
With the faculty behind them, the pair
began to plan the best way to introduce
it to their classmates, and they turned to
Student Council President Battle Williford
’01. Both felt his leadership would be
instrumental in steering the approval
process in the right direction.
Williford says he had no idea in 2001
that the Community Creed would have
such a lasting impact – though he credits
the fact that the values were woven deep
within the fabric of the school long before
they were formally written. “I bet anyone
who was at MUS during my era can hear
Mr. [Ellis] Haguewood’s voice reciting
the school’s mission statement [in part]:
‘Memphis University School is a collegepreparatory school dedicated to the
development of strong moral character.’
Everything at MUS was always centrally
about character.”
Ford and Adams worked with
Williford to incorporate his thoughts and
suggestions, and the three enlisted the final
member of their leadership team.
“Michael McLaren ’01 was the
unanimous choice – smart, an undeniable
athletic talent, and as nice a guy as you
could ever meet,” Ford says. “His genuine
nature and calming presence were just
The tenets of the Community Creed are
displayed prominently in the Wunderlich
Lobby of the Sue Hyde Gymnasium.

what we needed as we navigated the
personalities within our class.”
The four made some final edits, then
invited other senior leaders to join what
would become a joint faculty-senior
committee. At the very first meeting, the
leadership team knew from the enthusiastic
response that they had something special.
The Student Council agreed; with Williford at
the helm, the members endorsed the creed
wholeheartedly.
Up next was the biggest hurdle: the
entire senior class. Presented at a Class of
2001 meeting, the creed was adopted by a
supermajority.
“I never dreamed our gift would become
something more than a footnote, quite
honestly,” Ford says. “I don’t think any of
us imagined it would become what it is
today. It’s exciting to know that my younger
idealism and dreams actually became a part
of a place I loved so deeply.”
“It’s amazing,” Adams added. “I’m not
sure what we thought it would ultimately
become. But to consider this moment in
which we all came together to say these are
the things that define MUS, that stay true
about MUS, despite the buildings changing,
is pretty exciting.”
Today, not only is the Community Creed
prominently displayed in the architecture,
but its tenets are also incorporated into
Convocation ceremonies, and they introduce
students in the Lower School to the school’s
values.

A LIVING LEGACY
The same values continue to serve the
student leaders who were there from the
start. Williford, a mortgage banker who
finances commercial real estate projects for
developers and investors through Financial
Federal Bank, considers accountability a big
part of his job.
“One must always communicate both
good and bad news, strive to stay ahead of
any challenges, always tell the truth, and
be respectful of everyone,” he says. “In my
professional experience, I’ve often heard the
words, ‘Do the right thing.’ In the business
world, that’s about as far as most people will
reach to articulate moral values. At MUS the
development of strong moral character was
much more deliberate.”

After graduating from Vanderbilt
University and earning his MBA from the
University of Maryland Robert H. Smith
School of Business, Williford returned to
Nashville where he and his wife, Ann, make
their home with their children, Battle, 5, and
Sophie, 3.
Adams earned a bachelor’s in English
at Vanderbilt, where he met his wife, Lea.
They have two children, 8-year-old Elsie and
4-year-old Ben, who goes by the nickname
“B.” After 14 years in Los Angeles, where
Adams wrote for television and worked in
entertainment marketing, they now call
Atlanta home. Adams continues to exercise
his creative skills in the Brand, Advertising,
and Media Group at Chick-fil-A.
“Whether it was through serving on
the Honor Council or being a part of the
Community Creed, MUS afforded me many
opportunities to contribute and lead. I think
that desire to work hard, contribute, and
make a difference prepared me for any job.
McLaren graduated from Dartmouth,
where he played basketball, and he received
his Juris Doctor from The University of
Memphis Cecil C. Humphreys School of Law.
A senior counsel for FedEx Express, McLaren
and his wife, Courtney, live in Memphis with
their children, 7-year-old Mack and 5-yearold Eleanor.
“We didn’t create anything new with the
Community Creed,” he says. “We formalized
what was already there, what was taught to
us by our teachers and coaches every day.
And looking at the tenets now, I realize I try
to use them every day.”
Ford went to Southern Methodist
University, earning a Bachelor of Fine Arts
in theater before moving to New York City
to earn a Master of Fine Arts through the
Tisch Graduate Acting Program. He and
his partner, Conor, make their home in Los
Angeles. Ford was a series regular on the CBS
hit Code Black, which ran for three years.
“The pandemic has brought our industry
to a devastating and humbling halt,” he says.
“Luckily, it’s a marathon and not a sprint.
MUS prepared me for my job and life in
between jobs by demanding hard work,
kindness, and the courage and confidence to
speak truth to power. I’m grateful that so
many elements of my life are still reflected in
the creed that we wrote so long ago.”

Community Creed
As students of Memphis
University School, we share a duty
to preserve our tradition of general
excellence by upholding the
principles that define and unify
our community.

Truth and Honor
An MUS student tells the truth,
does his own work, honors his
commitments, and respects
the property of others and
of the school.
Scholarship
An MUS student actively seeks
knowledge and understanding,
and he encourages that pursuit among his classmates.
Service
An MUS student contributes
his time and abilities to the
welfare of his school and of
the greater community.
Respect
An MUS student is courteous
and kind and appreciates
everyone in his community.
Humility
An MUS student may
be confident but never
arrogant or boastful.
Involvement
An MUS student develops
leadership, cooperation,
communication, self-discipline,
and friendships in activities
outside the classroom.
Accountability
An MUS student takes
responsibility for his
actions and accepts their
consequences.
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Bill Taylor Mastered the Trinity: Biology, Tennis, Travel –
oh, and Milkshakes
BY LIZ COPELAND

I

f it were not for tennis, Bill
Taylor may never have made
it to Memphis University
School. When C.W. Stacks
was departing the faculty in
1976, he suggested that his Rhodes College
tennis teammate, then a graduate student,
apply.
“Part of the job interview ended up
being a tennis match between Col. Lynn
and myself against Gene Thorn and C.W.
Stacks,” Taylor said. “I forget the details, but
I think we were all smart enough to ensure
that the headmaster won.”
Taylor went on to preside over a
tennis dynasty – 14 team titles, 16 doubles

champions, and 10 singles winners. He was
named Tennis Coach of the Year by The
Commercial Appeal 15 times. Team wins
were the sweetest.
“High school tennis is a team sport,”
Taylor once said. “It takes six good guys to
win it. There’s a different pressure on you
when you’re playing for the team points:
You want to win it not only for yourself, but
also for your teammates and your school.
Practices are set up to simulate as much
pressure as possible.”
Although his tennis stats alone would
qualify him for MUS-legend status, Taylor
did so much more. For 44 years he taught
Biology, AP Biology, and Genetics. He

Dalle Pays Tribute to Globetrotting Friend
BY DR. REGINALD DALLE, FACULTY EMERITUS

W

hen I first noticed Bill Taylor
at Memphis University School
in the early ’80s, he was always
dressed in a well-cut beige
corduroy jacket, brown pants,
pale blue or white shirt, red or blue tie, and
Hush Puppies shoes. I thought to myself
that he must be a British faculty member
and how lucky we were to have among us
such a perfect English gentleman. But after
getting to know him, I realized that I was
encountering a true Southern gentleman.
I must add, though, he is a Southern
gentleman with a very distinct wry sense of
humor.
Bill Taylor will always be known as an
award-winning tennis coach and a highly
regarded science teacher. For some he is
Coach T, for others he is Mr. T, but for me
he has always been Bill. My friendship with
him developed through the many trips he
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and I have taken together, and it is through
those experiences that I know him best.
In the late ’80s during Spring Break,
Bill and I started chaperoning trips to
France for students taking French. His
science mind and my language mind
somehow clicked well together. Until my
retirement in 2011, he and I were involved
in organizing school trips abroad.
In the 1990’s Bill visited me several
times in France’s Loire Valley at La
Giraudière, my family home. He has always
had a love of travel, to Europe especially.
When he was a junior at Rhodes College, he
spent a summer at Cambridge and never
forgot his academic experience there. He
wanted to give back that kind of experience
to MUS students – to open their eyes to the
world beyond Shelby County and the USA.
He came to me one day and said, “Why
not create MUS in Europe trips with La

Giraudière as a headquarters?” In the late
1990s and with the support of Headmaster
Ellis Haguewood, we launched MUS in
Europe. The first group traveled to France
and England in 1999 with the theme A Tale
of Two Cities. Bill’s vision became a reality,
with groups traveling to Europe over the
next 20 years, and I am sure there are more
to come. What an opportunity for MUS
boys!
Each year students have been
presented with a different theme to
pursue with a teacher who would help
them discover art, literature, history, or
the sciences. Thanks to Bill’s dedication,
more than 500 students have been able
to participate in the program, and more
than 30 faculty members have had the
opportunity to get involved in pursuing
their fields of interest while teaching and
traveling with their groups.
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chaired the Science Department from 19992003, received the Distinguished Teaching
Award in 2002, and was named the Ruth
McCaughan Morrison Chair of Science
in 2012. Along with Instructor in French
Reginald Dalle, he rejuvenated the summer
travel program, MUS in Europe, in 1999; and
Bill oversaw trips for the next 20 years. His
work with summer tennis camps raised the
playing level across town. He even chaired the
Football Homecoming Committee and, for
over four decades, served as a spotter in the
press box during football games.
Taylor will long be revered for what he
brought to his students in biology, tennis,
and travel, but many will also remember him
for something else – the Coach T Milkshake
he whipped up in his classroom. It was a
mouthwatering blend of what he called “the
trinity” – vanilla ice cream, chocolate syrup,
whole milk – and “the intangible: viscosity.”
Judging by comments from his students

Over the past two decades, Bill
organized and chaperoned a group,
sometimes two, every summer. Each
comprised at least 18 students, all of whom
demanded care and attention. Coach T led
them with firmness, discipline, and a lot of
funny remarks, which helped keep students
on track and on time. Punctuality had to
be observed rigorously whenever the group
had to catch a plane, board a bus, get on
a train, take a city stroll, or make a visit.
Curfew, also, had to be enforced to make
sure the next day’s wakeup call would be a
pleasant experience.
Bill took care of every detail for the
trips. For example, getting a passport may
seem relatively easy, but making sure every
student had acquired his passport before
the deadline was another story. Every year
he had to chase a few boys down in the
halls of MUS to make sure they were signed
up for the trip and had their documents.
On trips he took care of the boys as if they

and players, Bill Taylor brought something
intangible – and unforgettable – to all he
accomplished at MUS.

BIOLOGY TEACHER
Coach T had the keen sense of knowing what
we were thinking and putting his own unique
spin on it, usually with great humor. One day
as we were dissecting small pigs, he made the
first move by saying, “Guys, you’re not mature
enough to keep this from being a disaster,
but please try.” A great thing about Coach T
– which is shared by so many of our beloved
faculty – is the way he always seems to keep
up with students, no matter how long they
have been gone.
– Jim Burnett ’83, Managing Director,
Raymond James; Chair, MUS Board 		
of Trustees
More student comments on page 32

Bill Taylor, center, with brothers Bruno and Reginald Dalle in France.
were his children. Few got sick or hurt
because Bill was always able to anticipate
their needs.
The students loved Coach T – his dry
sense of humor made them appreciate him,
and they enjoyed teasing him to elicit a

funny or sarcastic answer. To them he was
not only Coach T, but he also was, and will
always be, Mr. Cool.
Thank you, Bill, for so many fond
memories.
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build technology platforms that empower
doctors to practice more mindful medicine
and immerse patients in the decisionmaking process of their care. Coach T,
thank you for all you’ve done over the years
– all the wisdom, patience, humor, and
heartfelt care that you put into teaching
each and every day. 			
– Mark Awdeh ’01, CFO, CheckedUp
He was a great teacher. I took an AP
Biology class (not for the faint of heart) I
did not need to take my senior year
because of him and did not regret it.
– Durham Bryce ’12, Vice President
of Operations, ADLAM Films

Danny Travis ’06 gets the traditional birthday treatment from Bill Taylor and Reginald
Dalle at La Giraudière on an MUS in Europe trip.

“Biology Bill” taught me and my
knucklehead classmates back in the early
’80s. He somehow made biology fun and
interesting. Thanks, Coach T! 		
– Owen Tabor ’85, Orthopedic Surgeon,
OrthoSouth
Coach Taylor was one of the first mentors
to encourage me to consider a career in
teaching. He planted that seed long ago,
and now I’m a sociology professor. It’s a
dream job really, and I credit Coach T with
giving me a glimpse of what that might
look like.
– Paul McClure ’01, Assistant Professor of
Sociology, University of Lynchburg
Biology with Coach was probably the worst
grade I ever made at MUS, but Coach
was one of the most influential teachers I
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had there. He’s what makes the school so
special.
– Paul Gillespie ’01, Senior Client
Portfolio Manager, Nuance Investments
Bill Taylor was one of those very special
and rare teachers who impact you for your
entire life. He taught me the meaning of
the word homeostasis: that perfect state
of balance that we all innately strive for in
life, career, love, and community. Coach
T explained the importance of balance
in nature, and he opened my eyes to
the greater world of biology that drives
every instinct, decision, and aspect of
our nature. … He inspired me to go on to
medical school, to pursue higher education
in science, and ultimately to seek a way
to impact the health of populations. I am
currently the CFO of CheckedUp where we

Coach Taylor was simply a one-of-a-kind
faculty member, and I’m positive that each
member of the MUS community holds him
in a similar regard. In my four years with
Coach Taylor, each moment with him was
like a gift, and to this day, I treasure every
one of our conversations. He will be missed
dearly. 					
– Parth Dahima ’20, Boston University,
Political Science and Economics Major
While most remember Coach T for his
humor and milkshake labs, I remember
Coach T for being one of the most caring
teachers that I’ve ever had. Last year, I
took Coach T’s AP Biology class, which
was definitely difficult. During that first
quarter, I got a C for the first time in high
school and was a bit distraught. Coach T
noticed this and gave me some extra study
materials and even offered to meet with me
during my free periods. As a result of his
kindness, my grade raised to an A+ by the
end of the third quarter. 			
– Matthew Jones ’21, Co-president, Civic
Service Organization

TENNIS COACH
He loved talking strategy, and he used the
natural competitiveness of tennis players –
individual sport athletes – to drive them to
be their best via challenge matches. At the
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same time, the camaraderie and teamwork
that resulted was extremely strong.” ( from
Daily Memphian)
– Bubba Halliday ’82, COO and Chief
Compliance Officer, SouthernSun Asset
Management
A high school tennis player could not have
dreamed of a better coach than Coach
Taylor. He loved to win, especially state
championships. And he won a lot of them.
But you never felt the pressure from Coach
Taylor that winning was the only goal. His
motivation was subtle, just an occasional
reminder of how many district, regional,
and state championships he had won.
( from Daily Memphian)
– Murray Garrott ’85, Co-founder,
Sanctuary Counseling Center
Coach T had a great sense of humor and
never lost his cool. Having him coach
the tennis team was a joy for all the
players.
– John Morris ’86, Nephrologist,
Nephrology One
I grew up near MUS, and my brother and
I would ride our bikes over to the old
tennis courts to practice. Coach T was
kind enough to let us have a key to the
tennis shed that contained everything we
needed. He was a major reason why I came
to MUS. After seeing my older brother play
for him and then witnessing first-hand

the camaraderie and success of his teams,
I wanted to be a part of it. Coach T is a
player’s coach in that he trusted us with
the freedom to play our own game. You
never felt pressure from him. You only
felt encouragement, and I believe that
helped build great team chemistry.
– Mason Cousins ’99, Director of Client
Planning and Chief Compliance Officer,
Silverleafe Capital Partners
Coach T taught us that a key ingredient
to a high performing, successful team was
great chemistry, which he cultivated as
our leader and coach. He taught us that
disappointing losses and adversity could
be used as motivation to work harder
and overcome those hurdles. He was also
able to keep me focused to realize my
full potential. And he taught me to be
careful when talking to news reporters. I
took these lessons into collegiate and
professional tennis, as well as the business
world, and I am extremely grateful for
having played for such a wonderful coach.
– Zach Dailey ’00, Director of Business
Development, Marathon Oil Corporation
Everyone recognizes Coach Taylor’s
easygoing disposition, but this laidback
persona was exactly what we needed
in those formative years. We were a
competitive bunch and had the tendency
to be pretty hard on ourselves. Coach
Taylor knew this – perhaps better than we

did ourselves – and so all his lighthearted
stories, clever proverbs, and milkshake
moments combined to produce a
significant, lasting impression.
Coach T was “cool under pressure”
personified, and my guess is that many
of his former players have come to model
that same behavior in their homes and
workplaces today.
– Paul McClure ’01, Assistant Professor of
Sociology, University of Lynchburg
He’s a legend. Master of the “mental game.”
A great educator of course – but he has an
unmatched ability to keep things relaxed
on the court. His positivity and sense of
humor have had a lasting impact on me as
a person.
– Greg Sossaman ’02, Private Banking,
First Horizon Bank
Coach Taylor had a dry wit and a calming
presence that put us all at ease and helped
us play our best tennis. His long record as
a head tennis coach speaks for itself, and
we all could tell that he cared deeply about
MUS and the tennis team. Whenever we
stepped on the court, we wanted to make
Coach T proud.
– Walker Sims ’14, Surface Warfare
Officer, United States Navy

Below, Coach Bill Taylor with his 1977 and
2018 tennis teams
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Ode to a Teacher, Friend, and All-Around Good Sport
BY NORMAN THOMPSON

D

uring my long tenure at
Memphis University School,
I have learned from a
reliable source that “there is
a tide in the affairs of men,” and, perhaps
a bit more pedestrian, that all good
things must come to an end. The recent
retirement of Bill Taylor, much-admired
and universally respected biology teacher
and tennis coach, validates both adages.
On the ebbing tide Bill Taylor sails into
retirement, and the “good things” coming
to an end are his 44 years of dedicated
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service to MUS, to the legions of students
that he has taught and coached, and to
his colleagues to whom he has been an
exemplar of integrity, expertise in his field
of instruction, and sardonic wit in the
face of tedium or adversity. When asked
whether he cared to share a memory or
two of Bill, Headmaster Emeritus Ellis
Haguewood uncorked a magnum of
sparkling anecdotes, a few appropriate for
chronicling in a family-friendly periodical
like MUS Today. Much of this encomium
is indebted to the reminiscences of

Mr. Haguewood.
“Coach T” was also endearingly
known as “Biology Bill” to students,
especially in yearbooks of bygone days,
where his wit and wisdom were often
featured. The 1983 Owl, for example,
includes a picture of still raven-haired Bill
extending his right arm laterally and in a
slicing motion placing his left hand on his
right shoulder. The caption reads, “Asked
by a frustrated biology student how long
the test will take, Coach Bill Taylor’s
response is ‘Oh, about this long.’ Over the
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years Mr. Taylor has successfully initiated
his students into a new world of phrases
and gestures.”
Eyes wide and mouth agape, Bill is
known to exclaim “Whoa! Whoa! Whoa!”
when he disagrees with some inanity
issuing from the mouth of some miscreant
(or colleague, for that matter). Celebrated
for his elan and aplomb, Bill would often
find the mot juste. For example, when
asked vapidly, “Doin’ all right?” Bill would
answer, “Have achieved homeostasis.”
When queried, “How’s it goin?” his
standard answer was “copacetic.” Were he
asked his opinion concerning something
about which he had no interest, he might
say, “But have you tried Colt 45?” invoking
a long-ago popular commercial meme.
These and other Taylorisms enlivened
the conversations of several generations
of students. Were this the Middle Ages,
minstrels would write enthralling
ditties about his distinctive phrases,
vocal rhythms, and imaginative verbal
inventions.
When it comes to hyperbolic, ironic,
and sometimes partly true stories, Jerry
Clower or Larry the Cable Guy could
have taken Bill Taylor’s correspondence
course. Over the years Bill often referred
to his heroic exploits on the Ho Chi
Minh Trail during his “Nam days.” If he
couldn’t do something or didn’t want
to do something, he would simply
say, “Shrapnel. Ho Chi Minh Trail.” He
alluded occasionally to art teacher Peter
Bowman’s mythical shenanigans at
Woodstock, which, he added, Peter did
not remember. When his tennis players
received their last can of tennis balls
before the match, he would always give
them his coaching key to victory: “Just win
the last point.” Bill could subtly suggest
to his students that milkshakes, made
to his exacting specifications, held the
alchemical property of enhancing leaden
grades. Magically, milkshakes in profusion
would appear on his desk before tests.

Every year in his biology class Bill would
show the classic Swedish sex-education
film featuring Ingrid and Eric. Students
eagerly looked forward to the film and
remembered it long after, not for their
fantasized reasons, but for the clinical
depiction of the conception and gestation
of a child. Contributing to the Taylor
legend was the celebration of his birthday
during the 1989-90 school year in which
his class engaged the services of a belly
dancer who appeared in the classroom,
entertaining all in attendance.
My personal recollections of Bill
Taylor include the memorable night
in March of 1986 when a contingent
of teachers made an expedition to a
colleague’s farm far out in the hinterlands,
our purpose to view the once-in-a-lifetime
appearance of Halley’s Comet. My 7-yearold daughter, Melissa [now Saenger],
and I were to ride with Bill in his new
minivan. Hastily consuming a sparse
dinner of grilled cheese sandwiches and
tomato soup, she and I piled into Bill’s car,
but not many miles had elapsed before
the soup and sandwich reappeared on
the upholstery and floorboard of Bill’s
new vehicle, as my daughter expelled
both decisively. We returned to my house,
I cleaned up the mess, and we, minus
one little girl, headed for our rendezvous
with Halley’s discovery. While the comet
itself was a disappointment, as it looked
like a fuzzy tennis ball barely clearing
the horizon, we watched the moons
of Jupiter through the telescope of Mr.
Leigh MacQueen and enjoyed one
another’s company until the chill of the
night signaled the end of our scientific
expedition.
For many years after I became the
public address announcer at Friday night
home football games, Bill Taylor was the
spotter, that is, he gave me the number
of the player making the tackle while I
announced the name of the ball carrier.
As the years rolled by, I noticed that an

increasing number of tackles were being
made by players with unpronounceable
names – the fewer vowels in the name,
the better Bill liked that player for the
tackler. Sometimes numerous tackles
were apparently made by players with
suggestive names. Occasionally, he would
foist on me the number of a player not on
the field and not likely ever to get into
the game.
For a long while Mr. MacQueen
joined us as the clock operator in the
tiny ramshackle press box before the
construction of Stokes Stadium. After
many games Bill, Leigh, and I would
repair to Olde Tyme Custard on Mt.
Moriah for burgers, fries, milkshakes, and
conversation. That night’s game would
be dissected, and the world’s problems
analyzed and solved. One anomalous
night Bill’s son Michael ’98 and Melissa
accompanied us in our quest for the
perfect burger.
In recent years Bill would occasionally
wander far from the science building
and what P.G. Wodehouse referred to as
the “Bunsen burner and beaker brigade”
and into the English hallway. Sipping
still-steeping tea, he would saunter
through the hallway with a meditative
insouciance. Pausing now and again at
my open office door, Bill might engage me
in conversation that consumed most of a
free period. Sometimes we would beguile
the time talking of this and that, of past
and present, of those we miss and those
we wish we had missed.
The poet Tennyson wrote, “The old
order changeth, yielding place to new.”
Well, change is the only constant; some
changes we welcome, some we lament,
and some we learn to live with. But most
certainly the MUS community will sorely
miss Bill Taylor and lament his departure.
A friend, colleague, teacher, coach, and
mentor to generations of young people in
and beyond the classroom lingers long on
the retina of the memory.
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Sowell Named Morrison Chair of Science

H

eadmaster Pete Sanders
announced in December that
Analice Sowell is the Ruth
McCaughan Morrison Chair
of Science. A member of the faculty since
2007, she chairs the Science Department
and teaches chemistry and materials
science.
Sowell has been recognized for
teaching excellence, including receiving
the MUS 2019 Outstanding Teaching
Award and the 2018 Kishor M. Kulkarni
Distinguished High School Teacher
Award. Presented by the ASM Materials
Education Foundation, the Kulkarni
Award recognizes the accomplishments
of a U.S. high school teacher who has
demonstrated a significant, long-term
impact on pre-college students.
Her students attest to her influence,
including Alex Creson ’15, who is
completing a master’s in biomedical
engineering at Duke University. “Mrs.
Sowell was always pushing every student
to do better, and she genuinely cared for
each of us,” Creson said. “Without her, it’s
hard to say if I would have been so sure of
my decision to pursue engineering.”
Derrick Baber ’13, an account
executive at Poolhouse advertising

agency in Atlanta, said “Momma Sowell”
was more like a family member than a
teacher. “Her love of science and ability to
reach students is obvious, but I think her
greatest contribution is helping her guys
navigate growing up. Some of my fondest
memories from MUS are plopping down
in her office to ask for advice, escape a
stressful day, or share good news.”
As an active member of the American
Chemical Society, she has chaired the
Memphis chapter and was named Local
Outreach Volunteer of the Year in 2014
for her efforts to get students in the
community excited about chemistry.
She has also served ACS at the national
level, writing curricula for the National
Chemistry Week and “Chemists Celebrate
Earth Day” programs.
Certified as an American Heart
Association CPR-AED instructor, Sowell
was instrumental in the installation of
nine AEDs on campus and has trained
faculty and staff members in AED use
and other safety procedures. In addition,
she serves on the school’s Emergency
Committee and Graduation Committee.
She earned a bachelor’s degree in
chemistry and a master’s degree in
teaching from Christian Brothers

University and was a research scientist
in analytical testing and new product
development at Buckeye Technologies
(now Georgia Pacific Cellulose) in
Memphis before coming to MUS.
Former chairman of the MUS Board of
Trustees, the late William P. “Buddy”
Morrison, along with his sons, John, Price
’75, and Joe ’78, established the Ruth
McCaughan Morrison Chair of Science in
1984 to honor his wife and their mother.
The previous chair was Bill Taylor,
instructor in biology, who retired in May.

McBride Joins Comm Team

J

ohn McBride ’17 has joined the Communications Office as Content
Producer. John, who recently graduated from Virginia Tech with a
bachelor’s in communication - public relations and a minor in creative
writing, has acquired experience in magazine writing, social media, copy
editing, photography, public relations, and design. In February McBride earned a
Certificate in Principles of Public Relations from the Universal Accreditation Board. He
also brings an appreciation for his alma mater: “When I graduated from MUS, I had the
confidence and the ability to go anywhere and do anything,” he said. “I want parents to
know that their boys are prepared for anything, and I can communicate that mission
because I am a product of that mission.”
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Denise Bolton Hunt, 1955-2020

M

rs. Denise Bolton Hunt, who served as a graphic
designer and editor on the Memphis University
School staff from 1992-2012, died December 25.
In announcing her passing, Director of
Advancement Perry Dement said, “Those of you
who knew Denise will recall her great sense of humor and
her talents in always making our publications and marketing
materials top-notch.”
Mrs. Hunt was the editor and graphic designer for MUS
Today from 1992-99 and graphic designer of the magazine until
2012. She also served as graphic designer for both the original
and revised editions of The Century Book as well as the designer
for the football guide.
“Denise was honest, efficient, responsible, professional,
and loyal. She was one of the most creative, one of the wittiest,
and one of the most pleasant people ever to work at MUS,” said
Headmaster Emeritus Ellis Haguewood.
Former Director of Communications Debbie Lazarov
said she was fortunate to have worked with Hunt for nearly
a decade. “She was the best colleague in every way: She
was a fabulously talented graphic designer, she exemplified

the highest of
professional
standards, and she
embodied the values
extolled by MUS.
Her institutional
knowledge was
unrivaled (except
maybe by John
Harkins), and she
made me laugh all
the time.”
She was
predeceased by her
father, Dr. Travis
Bolton. Mrs. Hunt is
survived by her
husband, Nelson
Hunt; her daughters, Caroline Greggs (Chris) and Ashley
Winberry; her mother, Betty Bolton; her brothers, Travis
Bolton and Brian Bolton; and two grandchildren.

Suddarth Receives Latin Teaching Award

I

nstructor in Latin Trey
Suddarth is the recipient
of the Tennessee Classical
Association’s Distinguished
Latin Teaching Award for 2020.
At the annual TCA meeting, Dr. Dan
Solomon of Vanderbilt University, chair
of the award committee, recognized
Suddarth’s more than 25 years of
distinguished service.
Fawwaz Omer ’21 helped nominate
Suddarth, his teacher in Latin I, IV, and
V. “Mr. Suddarth’s gift to his students is
twofold: a classroom environment unlike
any other and introspective knowledge
as a former Latin student. … His staunch
belief is that a teacher should work as
hard as, if not harder than, his students to
give them the full benefits of a course in

classical studies.”
Suddarth has taught Latin at MUS
since 2004, and he has been instrumental
in the success of the program. He served
as chair of the Department of Classical
and Modern Languages for 11 years, and
he holds the A. Robert Boelte Chair of
Excellence in Teaching. He received the
school’s Distinguished Teaching Award
in 2012.
The TCA Distinguished Latin
Teaching Award recognizes the effort and
dedication of a K-12 teacher with the
intention of fostering excellence in the
profession and focusing attention upon
those who have achieved it. Criteria
include evidence of students’ superior
performance in Latin, involvement with a
language club, participation in language

competitions, students continuing with
Latin in college, and successful program
development and maintenance.
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Gadbois Honored for Motivating Math Students
BY LIZ COPELAND

T

he Mathematical Association of America honored
Dr. Steve Gadbois, instructor in math, with the
2019-20 Edyth May Sliffe Award for Distinguished
Mathematics Teaching in Middle School and High
School. The award is given annually to teachers
who have done outstanding work motivating students
through participation in one of MAA’s American Mathematics
Competition (AMC) events. Gadbois, who also received the
award in 2016, was one of only 20 teachers across the country
honored in the fall.
“The award recognizes teachers, but those teachers must
have mathematically strong students who enjoy the challenges
we can offer them beyond the classroom,” Gadbois said. “We
have such students at MUS, and the school is supportive of
extracurricular math activities.”
Since coming to MUS in 2007, Gadbois has overseen
mathematics competition groups and mentored students
interested in the subject from seventh grade through
graduation.
In a letter of nomination for the Sliffe Award, MUS Class of
2024 parents Lin Jin, Jun Wang, Yan Yan, and Hongmei Zhang
praised Gadbois for encouraging their eighth-grade students
to challenge themselves by coming to his after-school sessions
designed to prepare sophomores for the AMC 10. Their sons
did well on the AMC 10, and two qualified for the next step,
the American Invitational Mathematics Examination, last
year (2019-20).
“Encouraging students to participate in AMC
competitions is one great example of Dr. Gadbois’ efforts to
increase student’s interest and their confidence in math,” the
parents wrote. “Another example is his Music and Math course,
offered to the students as an optional class.”
Music and Math is one of the instructor’s quarter
courses, short classes that focus on topics of special interest,
including graph theory and game theory. A pianist, Gadbois
and his students use the piano in his classroom to illustrate
mathematical aspects of music.
Over the years he has encouraged students to conduct
research that has resulted in publication. Arjun Puri ’20
analyzed the ancient board game Goose mathematically,
and his research was published in the Spring 2020 issue of
UMAP, The Journal of Undergraduate Mathematics and its
Applications.
Puri, now a freshman at Harvard, said Gadbois seeks to
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Dr. Steve Gadbois was one of only 20 teachers
nationwide selected for the Sliffe Award.
challenge his students. “Because of his love of mathematics,
he refuses to be limited by a predefined curriculum, and he
consistently goes above and beyond what is expected from
him. His efforts for mathematical outreach extend beyond
the boundaries of MUS and into the broader community.”
Phillip Stalls, co-chair of the MUS Mathematics
Department, calls his colleague a champion for increasing
student interest in math. He even welcomes students from
other schools that do not participate in the AMC to prepare
with his study groups and sit for the tests.
“Perhaps the greatest accolade I could give to Dr. Gadbois
is that I am truly jealous of our students who get to take classes
from him,” Stalls said. “He teaches all our post-BC Calculus
courses, and some students get two full years of these courses
with him. So, when I see students who are studying multivariable calculus, linear programming, probability theory, or
beyond, I think of just how fortunate they are to have a teacher
who instills in them the joy, love, and passion he has for
mathematics.”
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Brown MPD Supervisor
of the Year

D

irector of Security Kevin Brown was named 2019 Supervisor
of the Year for the Memphis Police Department at the 2020
Awards Ceremony October 1. Lt. Brown, a 23-year veteran
assigned to the department’s MultiAgency Gang Unit - Gang
Response Team, was commended for his service in the event
program. “Lt. Brown quickly established himself as a very valuable asset to
MGU and is involved in a multitude of criminal investigations that include
any crime a gang member may be involved in. The fluidity required to
manage the day-to-day activities at MGU would have been
insurmountable to any lesser leader. … His leadership allows MGU to
function at the highest level.”

Ben David Hale, 1934-2021

B

en David Hale used
his generosity and
love for Memphis
University School as a
tool for the growth and
development of its faculty. Mr. Hale
died January 5 at the age of 86.
Born in Altheimer, AR, Mr.
Hale served in the U.S. Army as first
lieutenant. He then worked as an FBI
special agent for 25 years. In his career
he provided security for prominent
figures, including President Lyndon
B. Johnson, Vice President Hubert
Humphrey, and Attorney General
Robert Kennedy.
In Memphis he was the head of
the SWAT team and taught firearms to
the Memphis Police Department and
Shelby County Sheriff ’s Office. Among
many interesting post-retirement
positions, he provided private security
for country music star Garth Brooks,
traveled with the University of
Memphis men’s basketball team, and
served as an umpire for the U.S. Open

Tennis Championships.
Mr. Hale established the Jean
Barbee Hale Award for Outstanding
Service at MUS in 1998 to honor
his wife’s 24 years on the school
staff; she died in 2001. It is awarded
to a member of the MUS family
who exhibits outstanding loyalty,
responsibility, dedication, and
commitment to excellence in service
to the school in the same spirit as Jean
Barbee Hale.
“I wanted to return something to
MUS for the opportunities the school
has given our family,” Mr. Hale said
when the award was first presented.
He and his family members faithfully
attended the annual Faculty-Staff
Luncheon for the presentation of
the award.
In 2002 Mr. Hale also funded
the Hale Fellowship for Faculty
Development to honor his three
sons who attended MUS. The annual
fellowship provides financial support
for a faculty member to pursue

Ben Hale, right, with his wife, Betty,
at the 2018 Faculty-Staff Luncheon

professional research, study, and
travel as part of the school’s continual
teacher development program.
He was predeceased by his wife
of 43 years, Jean Barbee Hale. He is
survived by his wife of 14 years, Betty;
his sons Scott Hale ’78 (Kirsten),
Dennis Hale ’80 (Deanna), Steve
Hale ’84 (Karen), and Jeff Ballard
(Karen); sister Betty Hale; and five
grandchildren.
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Lawrence Brought Science to Life
BY JOHN McBRIDE '17

I

n the many disciplines of
science, there is one set of
facts, and that set of facts
cannot be changed or altered
unless another hypothesis is
proven through rigorous testing and strict
scrutiny. It may not feel like there is room
for elegance or artistry in science, but
that would be untrue. There is elegance
and artistry in how it is taught, and
Laura Lawrence captured that when she
instructed boys in the sciences for 16 years
at MUS, beginning in 2004.
Lawrence graduated cum laude from
Memphis State University with a bachelor’s
in biology and minor in chemistry in
1981. In 1987 she received her master’s
in teaching from University of Memphis.
Additionally, she earned graduate credits
from University of Mississippi in molecular
biology, University of Southern Mississippi
in marine biology, and University of
Memphis in environmental science.
“Laura really was our resident
renaissance woman,” says Science
Department Chair and Ruth McCaughan
Morrison Chair of Science Analice Sowell.
“During her tenure here, she taught
biology, chemistry, physics, environmental
science, and life science. During the time
that our department was growing by

leaps and bounds, she never shied away
from teaching whatever was needed. Life
Science was the course that, out of all of
them, she loved the most.”
In 2006 Lawrence led a team of nine
MUS students and two parents to the
rainforest and barrier reef of Belize. They
visited the indigenous peoples of the area,
learning how they live off the bounty of
the land while making a small impact on
their environment. She said the group
came back that summer with a wider
appreciation of a fragile environment and
the people who depend on it.
Rishi Yalamanchili ’25 remembers
her classes as consistently enjoyable. “We
always engaged in conversations that were
interesting, fun, and we would always learn
something new,” he says.
Al Shaw, Science Department chair
from 2003-08, recognized Lawrence’s
commitment to teaching and overcoming
challenges when he brought her on the
faculty in 2004. “At the beginning of her
employment, we did not have a seventhgrade science program for her to teach,” he
says. “During her first couple of years, she
taught whatever we needed. As a matter
of fact, she even taught physics one year. It
was a challenge for her, but she accepted
the challenge with a real ‘can-do’ attitude.

Laura was a lovely person to work with!”
Lawrence says she has many
wonderful memories from her time at
6191 Park Avenue. “I am really going to
miss my fellow faculty and all the students
I’ve taught over the years,” she says. “I
really enjoyed being a part of the MUS
community.”
Through her can-do attitude and love
of MUS, Lawrence made an impact on
hundreds of boys over the years and
primed them for greatness in their ongoing
studies, and that is where art fits into
science.

Toldi Joins Upper School Office

L

isa Toldi joined the staff in December as Upper School administrative
assistant. She brings more than 10 years of experience providing dedicated
and focused administrative and secretarial support. Toldi comes to MUS
from Collierville High School where she served as the counseling office
receptionist providing support to assistant principals and nine guidance
counselors. She had previously worked as the financial secretary overseeing all high
school funds. Toldi earned her bachelor’s degree in business administration at The
University of Memphis.
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William “Bill” Deupree ’59, 1941-2020

W

illiam “Bill” W. Deupree,
Jr. ’59 died December 24, in
Boca Grande, FL, at age 79.
He served on the Memphis
University School Board of
Trustees from 1988-98.
Mr. Deupree was born in Memphis
and attended MUS where he was coeditor of the newspaper and baseball
manager. Following graduation from The
University of the South in Sewanee, he
began his career at First Tennessee, then
in 1972 he moved to Morgan Keegan &
Co. He served as company president from
1985 to retirement in 1996. After retiring,
he and his wife, Rebecca “Becky” Reed
Deupree, traveled the world in addition
to spending summers in Telluride, CO,
and winters in Boca Grande, FL.
Deupree and childhood friend Henry
Turley ’59 were partners in investing
and giving, donating to the Overton Park

Conservancy and gifting the Old Forest
Gateway in honor of their mothers.
Mr. Deupree also generously gave
his time and investments to MUS. In
addition to serving as a trustee for a
decade, he was a driving force behind
the John M. Nail Endowment Fund,
established in 1988. Each year the senior
class chooses a recipient of the John M.
Nail Outstanding Teaching Award, and
thanks to proceeds from the endowment,
the recipient receives a generous salary
stipend, and money is made available
for professional development and
departmental resources.
In a 2013 letter thanking Mr. Deupree
for his generosity, then-Headmaster Ellis
Haguewood said, “We deeply appreciate
the investments you, your family, and
your classmates have made in the John
M. Nail Endowment over the years. The
earnings allow us to maintain our focus

on faculty, the
heart of this great
school, through
recognition,
professional
development,
and the addition
of new resources
and programming,
which then has
a tremendous
impact on our students.”
Mr. Deupree is predeceased by his
parents, William W. Deupree, Sr. and
Mary Evelyn Cavett Deupree. He is
survived by his wife, Becky; children Will
Deupree ’91 (Angie) and Reed Deupree
’94 (Roberta); and grandchildren Jordan,
Reese ’26, Amelia, Charlie, and Harrison;
sister Nancy Deupree Parker; and her
children, Madeline Spector and Michael
Crisamore.

Get Your Owl Gear Here:

store.musowls.org
Follow us

MUS_Schaeffer_Bookstore
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’59
Bryan Nearn reports: Our
60th class reunion seems like
it was eons ago, but it was only
September 2019. We were so
fortunate to have 13 of our
original 22 members present
for the Reunion Weekend. On
Friday night we had dinner in
the MUS Dining Hall and then
attended the football game,
watching a slaughter by the
Owls from a stadium skybox.
Watching that game brought

WINTER 2021

back unfortunate memories of
the shellacking of the ’59 Owls
by Senatobia (54-0). But we
ended with a winning season,
3-3-2. On Saturday everyone
had a scrumptious lunch at
Paulette’s, took a river cruise
down the Mississippi on the
Memphis Queen, and later
gathered for a catered dinner at
the Keesees’. It was great for us
Memphians to re-engage with
out-of-towners Turner Askew,
Landon Butler, T.L. Stebbins,
Howard Ellis, and Frank
Smith and their spouses.

Unfortunately, since the
reunion, we have lost three of
our finest classmates – Fritz
Schas, Bill Deupree, and Allen
Malone – who were all most
passionate about their days at
MUS. We will truly miss these
guys, along with the other six
who passed away previously.
Back in October, at the
invitation of Bill’s sons, Will
’91 and Reed ’94, several of us
(Ted Bailey, Henry Turley,
Bill Simmons, and I) had
the opportunity to visit with

The Class of 1959 gathered at the home of Anne and Tommy Keesee to celebrate their 60th reunion 		
in September 2019.
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Deupree at his home in Boca
Grande, FL, before his death
in December. It was quite a
moving experience to celebrate
his life together, reminiscing
about our MUS days and shared
experiences after graduating.
It is also sad to report the
passing of Allen Malone in
February. Allen was such a
good friend to everyone he met.
He always claimed to hold the
MUS record for the longest pass
interception in school history,
a feat that he mistakenly
thought would never be
broken! Allen and Mary Malone
were fortunate to have their
daughters, Kim and Margaret,
and their families, and son,
Battle, travel to Memphis for
a month during the height of
the coronavirus in the summer,
hanging out in a lovely VRBO
in Midtown. Kim has written
another book that is destined
to be another business-oriented
best-seller. Allen spent a good
bit of his time each summer
gardening on a plot at the
Shelby Farms Community
Garden in tandem with his
cousin, Bunny Taylor, growing
tomatoes and zinnias and
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sharing them with everybody.
On the home front, Memphis’
own Mr. Downtown, Henry
Turley, is still active in the
redevelopment of Memphis
and elsewhere. His latest
projects involve improvements
to two Jackson, TN, schools.
He is building the schools in
the older section of Jackson
with hopes of keeping
families with children in their
neighborhoods; the project
is called The Community of
Scholars. Part of a publicprivate initiative to raise
the level of neighborhood
education, the partnership
includes the University of
Memphis Lambuth and
Jackson/Madison County
School system. The schools are
patterned after the University
of Memphis Campus School. He
is also working with University
of Tennessee Health Science
Center on a project called
Equitable Health, which aims
to improve health outcomes
in Uptown Memphis. Henry is
renowned for his contributions
to making things better for
people.
Jamie and Bill Simmons have
been traveling back and forth
from Memphis to Denver to
visit their daughter, Mary, and
her husband, Tom, who live
in Castle Rock, CO, along with
their great grandkids, William
and Hudson (note that is
GREAT grandkids, not greatgrandkids!). Bill has retired and
considers himself a day-trader,
so call Bill if you need any tips
on the market. He also spends
an awful lot of time on the golf
course and enjoys walking 10plus miles a day.
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Howard Ellis reports: A brief
update for Eugenia and me
follows. Family is my fuel of
choice, and female-octane
seems to be what powers me
best. Eugenia and I slipped
away last September to the
Tides Inn for a very low-key,
and immensely enjoyable
anniversary … number 53.
When we married (way above
myself, I must add), I embarked
on a life-long adventure
with the woman I love, and
simultaneously shed my
status as “only child” through
“adoption” by her two sisters.
Then followed two daughters,
their husbands (one since
removed!), twin grandchildren
(girl and boy), and another
granddaughter – all healthy,
happy, well-adjusted, smart,
and way better looking than
me. Despite the pandemic, we
were able to gather last year for
a week in June at Lake Oconee
(Georgia) and again in St. Louis
for Christmas. No visitors, no
away activities, just us … and
very successful. Must admit,
there are some pandemic
limitations I’m going to miss!

Tommy Keesee celebrated his
80th birthday on New Year’s
Eve, possibly making him the
first in the class to reach this
milestone. He and wife, Anne,
spend a lot of time at their
home in Linville, NC. Although

this year has been a calm and
quiet one, he enjoys following
the Owls when they get to play.
His grandson, Heiskell
Weatherford ’23, is now a
sophomore at MUS.
Lyn and Ted Bailey spent
the last two winters at their
home in sunny Florida. Most
of the rest of us were kept
quarantined by our children
during the pandemic and just
lounged around our digs here
in Memphis, bored with not
much to do. Hopefully, 2021 will
bring us back to some sort of
normalcy.
Let us hear from the rest of
you ’59ers so that we can learn
what’s going on in your lives.

’60
Robert Dillard has done a
good bit of fishing for trout in
mountain streams in North
Carolina. Laura and Robert live
within a mile of the beautiful
Reynolds Tobacco house and
estate, in a small town founded
by Moravians. Dillard may be
near the top of the class in
terms of grandchildren, with
six, as well as holding the
record for trout caught over
the years – probably over 500.
He noted that trout live in
beautiful places, which makes
his hobby all the better.
Laura and Allan Gold report
that they have hunkered down
in their home in Little Rock,
AR, with no trips planned until
things change.
Kathy and Scott Ledbetter’s
home in Hardeman County was
waiting for the Class of 1960’s

60th reunion, but that was
put on hold. Karen and Alex
Wellford and Vance and Willis
Willey visited this fall anyway
and enjoyed all their property
has to offer. Scott identified
several White Oak trees for
Alex, whose father’s business
was finding White Oaks for
whiskey barrels. Never turn
down an invitation to visit the
Ledbetters.
In January, George Owen
shared his wife, Kay’s,
homemade video as a
backhanded tribute to Mr.
Tangerine Man, who had been
the subject of daily news all
January. Initial recipients
included classmates Hooker,
Dillard, Wellford, Slaughter,
Byrd, and Butler – assuming
they could guess whom it was
about.
Jere and Gene Stansel raised
cotton on their Mississippi
farm, and in later years they
turned to rice. They also raised
three daughters and have eight
grandchildren. Now, their land
is being transformed into a
solar farm.

Remember to
submit photos
whenever possible
with your Class
News items!
Email ann.laughlin@
musowls.org.
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1961

S AV E T H E D AT E

1965
1966
1970
1971
1975
1976
1980
1981
1985
1986
1990

1995
1996
2000
2001
2005

2010
2011
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for several years, and the 202021 season was horrible. Many
hunters hung up their boots
by the first week in January,
although the season went to
the end of the month. At our
age, we are used to having more
control; thus, many in our class
have changed focus.

Archie McLaren: The Journey
from Memphis Blues to the
Central Coast Wine Revolution,
the book published after his
death in 2018, tells of Archie
teaching the MUS elective
course Modern American
Drama, in which juniors and
seniors read and discussed
three plays a week. Alex
Wellford took Mac’s place
the following year, and the
excellent course outline and
material were ready, making
the large reading list both
feasible and enjoyable.

Snow and Henry Morgan have
built a lovely home in Montana
on the side of a mountain
overlooking the Madison River
and the town of Ennis. They
entertain family and friends
and hike, ride, and fish for
trout. They used to stay about
two months; this is now threeplus months into fall.

’61

1991

2006

Presidential election news
brought a burst of insight by
Kingsley Hooker to some
like-minded friends, including
Bobby Byrd in El Paso, TX. His
Cinco Puntos Press has a new
website, with a picture of Byrd
looking worried, a few months
ago, about the outcome.

SEPT.
24-26

2015

2021

2016

Events subject to change.
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Scott May reports: The fall and
winter hunting seasons are
behind us. Doves have been
“off ” for several years, and they
are now joined by deer and
duck. Chronic Wasting Disease
was discovered in North
Mississippi and West Tennessee
deer in the Fall of 2019; it is a
horrible disease spread from
deer to deer with no known
cure, and always fatal. Humans
should not eat meat of infected
deer; this means that you
must have the meat tested by
the state. My South Fayette
County deer numbers are down
one-third from 2018. Duck
numbers in West Tennessee,
East Arkansas, and North
Mississippi have been falling

Barbara and Pitt Hyde have
a beautiful lakefront home in
Aspen where they are joined
by their children and guests
for extended stays and enjoy
everything Colorado offers in
summer and fall.
Robert Ray and family still
live in Gainesville where he
teaches at the University of
Florida; he also plays in several
bands. They escape the heat by
summering at their house in
New England.
Louie Spencer is still on his
year-round rotation from Sun
Valley to France, but COVID-19
may have slowed him visiting
his home in France.
Tammy and John Bell may
show all of us up. About a year
ago, they bought a big tour bus
(think Garth Brooks) and had
lots of stuff added, including
internet for John’s airplane
business. They towed their
3/4-ton Chevy to Montana and
spent July-November there,
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hiking and trout fishing all
over Montana and Idaho. They
returned to North Mississippi
for Christmas and a change
of clothes, hooked up their
28-foot deck boat to the tour
bus, and took turns driving
the bus and the Chevy all over
North Florida. They have now
settled down on the St. Johns
River and intend to catch all
the bass. They will return to
North Mississippi mid-March
for turkey season and crappie
on Sardis Lake (they live 5 miles
from the ramp).
Arthur Seelbinder and
family “tough it out” at
their estate overlooking the
Hudson River, west of New
York City. A number of years
ago, Arthur purchased several
mansions in Palm Beach, FL,
restored them, and sold them
for a profit! Arthur and wife,
Kathleen Hammer, learned of
the ultimate fixer-upper and
purchased the vacation home
of the late John Jacob Astor IV,
Astor Courts. The home is on 50
acres, overlooking the Hudson
River, in the quaint village of
Rhinebeck, NY. Their full-scale
renovation began in late 2004.
Astor Courts was the site of
the 2010 wedding of Chelsea
Clinton and continues to be the
home of Kathleen and Arthur.
Our 60th Reunion is this
September. Let me know if you
are interested in joining us,
assuming COVID-19 will slow
down. The class seems to have
dodged that bullet so far.

’64
David Dando has retired from
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construction, contracting, and
engineering, but he continues
to consult in the construction
industry, offering advice on
buildings and civil construction
and claims or bond defaults.
He also performs inspections
for banks and provides expert
witness testimony or advice to
litigators.

’67
Ford McDonald was injured
in an industrial accident.
Bleeding profusely, he tried
to drive to the ER but had a
major accident en route. The
ambulance arrived quickly,
and it was determined that
had he not had the automobile
accident he would have bled
out before he could have
reached the hospital himself.
Look for Ford in the front pew
on Sundays.
Jim Seale continues his work
as a professor of food and
resource economics at the
University of Florida.
Minor Vernon has retired after
41 years of private practice in
pediatrics.

’68
Bruce Hopkins retired in 2019
as Chairman of First Horizon
Bank Memphis, but he is busy
serving on nonprofit boards,
including for ArtsMemphis.
He has been re-elected to
another three-year term on the
St. Jude Children’s Research
Hospital Board, marking 21
years. He serves on the Board
of Memphis River Partnership,

BIRTHS
Brooke and Scott Williams ’03, a son, Rhett Joseph, 		
born December 30, 2019
Erica and Chad Hazlehurst ’06, a son, Lewis “Hughes,” 		
born September 20, 2020
Sarah and Daniel Lansky ’06, a son, Jonah, born October 19, 2020
Michelle and Don McClure ’06, a son, William Crenshaw,
born November 18, 2020
Allie and Preston Battle ’07, a son, Walter PrestonV “Walt,”
born November 9, 2020
Grace and Ian Carruthers ’07, a son, Whit Adcox, 		
born June 24, 2020
Michelle and Andrew Mathewes ’07, a son, August Lyndon,
born December 27, 2020
MARRIAGES
Sean Gould ’03 to Amanda Rach on April 20, 2018
Alex Snyder ’06 to Jordan Jenkins on December 05, 2020
Holt Edwards ’10 to Allison Burris on October 3, 2020
Kyle Anderson ’11 to Diana Suarez on September 14, 2019

which is transforming Tom Lee
Park, and he is a consultant
for Driving the Dream, which
aims to eradicate generational
poverty in Memphis. He is
enjoying life with his four
grandchildren: Hadley, Evelyn,
Tinsley, and Ford.
Dan Fisher responded to
Terry Wilson’s “Stay in Touch”
email request. Dan is still
practicing vascular surgery
in Chattanooga but planning
to retire this summer after
39 years. “I really have had an
incredible career in medicine,
and as you can imagine, the

end of a long haul brings mixed
emotions. I am sad, proud, and
happy – all at the same time.”
His passion is still hunting and
shooting, and when bird season
is over, he shoots sporting
clays. As for the COVID-19
situation, he recommends that
people get vaccinated. “By
getting the vaccine, you are
accomplishing two things: You
are protecting yourself, and
you are contributing to herd
immunity (defined as when
70-80% of the population have
antibodies through the disease
itself or through vaccinations).
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And here is Cleo Stevenson’s
“Stay in Touch” response:
While 2020 was a difficult and
stressful year for all, I still feel
very blessed. My family has
remained healthy during the
pandemic. 2020 started off
great – I celebrated my 70th
birthday with a surprise trip to
Savannah, GA, with my wife,
Prudy, and two daughters,
Elizabeth and Mary. We are
anxiously awaiting the arrival
of our first grandchild February
20, thanks to Elizabeth and
Aaron. Elizabeth is a firstgrade teacher in Littleton,
CO. Mary married Zack
Thompson in September in a
family-only church ceremony.
She is in her second year of
residency at Emory and will
be a pediatrician. I took early
retirement ( for the second
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time) in December. I have not
noticed much difference since
I am stuck at home, sitting
in my home office, staring at
a computer monitor. Prudy
retired many years ago and
enjoys reading, cooking,
volunteering, and traveling …
someday. Despite the last 10
months of lockdown, all is good
in the Stevenson household!
I pray that we all have a safe
and healthy 2021 … that our
country heals ... that the
pandemic is defeated … that
the world is at peace.

’69
Being two years beyond our 50year reunion, our class is now
focused on three important
events: 70th birthdays, the

’69

Parks Dixon is part of a small
group’s initiative to renovate
the 115-year-old Overton Park
Golf Course, partnering with
the Overton Park Conservancy
and the City of Memphis. The
renovation, begun in January
of this year, is scheduled to
be completed around Labor
Day. Tad King and Rob Collins,
architects of Sweetens Cove
fame, are the designers and
contractors. Also, as part of
the $2.5 million dollar project,
the 96-year-old Abe Goodman
Clubhouse will receive
an historically sensitive
restoration.
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King-Collins Golf Course Design

second COVID shot, and
retirement. Congratulations
to all for having made it safely
to 2021.
John Cady is working parttime as a guidance counselor at
CBHS and spending some time
assisting with coaching duties
in the Rhodes College football
program. The short spring
season of 2021 is Cady’s 40th
and most likely the last one.
Dick Cowan has recently
closed the sale of his family’s
business on President’s Island,
Rees-Memphis. While he will
not be able to completely
step away, he will be spending
more time at his Pickwick
house on Bear Creek, a good
halfway point between three
granddaughters in Nashville,

and three grandsons in
Oxford. He was happy to find
that Ike Seelbinder was a Bear
Creek resident, reminding Dick
of the eighth-grade Archeology
Club stay in Ike’s house on
Yellow Creek – which they
burned to the ground. Ike, from
all reports, was less excited to
have Dick as a neighbor.
Phillip Crawford and his
wife, Jan, are waiting to start
traveling again and doing
more volunteer work. While
volunteering through their
church in Spain last March,
they narrowly escaped being
trapped in the country due
to the virus lockdown. Son,
Phillip, is now out of the Navy
and in his second year of
medical school in Memphis.
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Holmes Pettey managed to
escape the recent snowstorm
and make it to Fort Lauderdale,
FL, where the temperature was
a warm 80 degrees. He sends
his regards to everyone.

Wearen Hughes reports that
they are expecting their third
grandchild, a boy, in April. He’s
doing the “living at work” thing
in his law practice and very
thankful to be able to do that.

Ike Seelbinder wanted to wish
everyone good health.

’71

Bill Smith is still living in the
Bellevue area of Nashville,
working in the legal realm of
unemployment as a hearing
officer for Tennessee. Things
are good, but he is busy with a
huge backlog of unemployment
claims.
Fearless Leader Scott Wellford,
in addition to receiving the
Golden Parachute package
from MUS as our class
representative, will be retiring
from his paying job at the end
of February and enjoying the
warmer climes of Santa Rosa
Beach in Florida. Both Scott
and Donna are recuperating
well from back surgeries while
preparing for the wedding
of their son Crews ’12 in
April, after which Scott will
welcome any and all snowbird
classmates.
Steve Weston is living in
Madison, MS, and doing
well. His company is going
strong distributing cell phone
accessories throughout a threestate area.

’70
John Catmur served as
the 2020 president of West
Tennessee Home Builders
Association.

Robert Sharpe is the founder
and CEO of Encore, a new
nonprofit management
consulting firm. He is chairman
of the philanthropy editorial
board of Trusts & Estates
magazine and co-author of
the National Association
of Charitable Gift Planners
(CGP) Model Standards of Gift
Valuation.

’73

40 years. They have three adult
children and one grandchild.
Beth works at St. Jude in Global
Pediatric Medicine, helping
with the hospital’s educational
outreach initiatives across
the world. Sandy is still in the
technology sector as he has
been since 1982. Since 2002 he
has been with the University
of Memphis, and in 2014 he
began teaching Management
Information Systems in the
MBA program in the Fogelman
Business School. He also
works in the dean’s office
assisting with the college’s
accreditation needs. He was
one of the founders of the
university’s TigerLIFE program,
an educational and vocational
curriculum for adults with
disabilities. Read more on 		
page 26.

As reported in The University
of Memphis Magazine
(Winter 2021), among the
40th Distinguished Alumni
Awards was the Distinguished
University Friends Award,
presented to Haizlip Studio’s
Mary (BS ’99) and Reb
Haizlip, life members of the
University of Memphis Alumni
Association.

’74
Although Chuck Day’s
business, Manning Brothers
Food Equipment Company,
took an initial hit, they were
able to pick up sales of COVID19-fighting products and
services for nursing homes and
extended care facilities.
Sandy Schaeffer and his wife,
Beth, have been married for

Avenue Presbyterian Church
in Atlanta.

’79
According to Robert Gordon,
Cam McCaa still owes him 60
cents from when he loaned him
change for a Coke. He thinks it’s
only right that Cam be assigned
a Saturday School.
After practicing orthopedic
surgery for 27 years, Lee
Nichols is now enjoying
retirement, which involves
Airstream travel, managing/
renovating rental property,
hunting, and doting on his two
granddaughters.
Chip Wood has been promoted
to co-chair of the Veterans
Employee Resource Group
at Cushman and Wakefield
Services.

Alumni Online
Directory and
Resource Center
If you have not
activated your alumni
directory profile, we
Jeff Upshaw is still marketing
his novel, Twelve Days in Sunset.
He appreciates the support of
his MUS classmates.

hope you will soon.

’75

Ann Laughlin (ann.

Kenny Kyle is executive
director of finance and
operations at the historic North

for more information.

Check your email for
instructions, or email
laughlin@musowls.org)
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’80

IN MEMORY

Chip Crain reports: Although
I didn’t graduate with the class
of 1980, I’ve always been made
to feel a part of the group after
years together at school (and
more than a few donation
requests).
William W.
Deupree, Jr. ’59
December 24, 2020
(see page 41)

James G.
Place II ’62
October 16, 2020

John Neil
Townsend ’75
November 12, 2020

Allen Taylor
Malone ’59
February 9, 2021

William W.
Deweese ’67
October 17, 2020

Donnell Roosevelt
Cobbins, Jr. ’89
December 11, 2020

Stewart Gorham
Austin ’62
November 6, 2020

Robert Scot
Cherry ’70
July 28, 2020

Arjun “A.J.”
Kharbanda ’13
August 8, 2020

2020 ended on a high note
for Lisa and Louis Jehl. Their
son, Mathew ’09 got engaged
to Kelsey Lynn McClain on
Christmas night and their
son, Andrew ’07, and his wife,
Michelle, welcomed their first
child, a son, August Lyndon
Mathewes, on December 27.
Lisa and Louis are thrilled on
both accounts.

’81
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Jeff Harris has left his
job as associate director
of brand strategy for St.
Jude Children’s Research
Hospital to start Footprint
Floors, a franchise flooring
business covering Memphis
and North Mississippi. Visit
footprintsfloors.com/memphis.
Boyd Wade had a knee
replacement in October 2020
and is still attending physical
therapy. Looks like his running
days are over.

’82

Class of 1981 friends gathered
at Pinehurst in North Carolina
to celebrate Kevin Russell’s
birthday in November; from
left, Russell, Ray Moore, Rick
Thornton, and Bud Thrasher.
Jim Crews has recently
published Amid the Cypress
(2020, Tilda Bogue Publishing),
a wonderful collection of
hunting and fishing short
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stories over his lifetime. This
well-written and interesting
compilation shows that Jim
clearly paid close attention
during the grueling, weekly
vocabulary tests and would
make Mr. Thompson proud.
Jim and his wife, Allison, live in
Canton, MS, where they pass
the time practicing law when
they are not hunting.

Dan Barron begins his 33rd
year in broadcasting and 13th
year running Entercom, the
Memphis broadcast and digital
operation that is the home of
the MUS Owls – WMC-AM,
ESPN 790. Dan and his wife,
Sally, celebrated 26 years of
marriage in 2020. Their nest
is empty as oldest daughter,
Virginia, graduated from the
University of South Carolina
last May and is living and
working in Atlanta. Daughter
Mary Morgan is a junior at the
University of Alabama, home
of the reigning NCAA National
Football Champion.
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’83
Thomas Lee is living in
Chattanooga, TN, where he
has been since graduating
from UNC Chapel Hill’s MBA
program in 1992. He has been
married to Allison for the last
18 years, and they have three
kids: Claire, who is 25, living
in Nashville, and working for
the Cumberland Pediatric
Foundation; Kylie, who is 23,
living in New York, and working
for CSM Capital; and Thomson,
who is 14 and attending the
Baylor School. Thomas started
the Sockwell sock company
in 2008 (Sockwellusa.com).
The company produces a wide
range of high-end, wool-blend
socks serving diverse markets,
including therapeutic, sport
and outdoor, and lifestyle. The
products are sold primarily to
1,200 specialty stores across
the U.S., plus stores in Canada,
Japan, Australia, and Northern
Europe. Thomas made a
run for the District 2 City
Council seat, which was to be
decided in a March 2 election
(thomasleeforchatt.com).
As of mid-2019 Larry Lee has
returned to his roots as a fulltime internist in Minneapolis.
After his last executive post,
as a senior vice president and
chief medical officer of a small
health plan, he decided to walk
away from executive work and
the health insurance industry
that had been his focus for
much of 14 years. The money
was good, but the work was
no longer meaningful, and he
found the health insurance
industry becoming increasingly
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dishonest and distasteful. He
now sees as many as 17 patients
a day, focusing on highmedical-complexity elderly. As
an internist, he is still at the top
of his game receiving way more
referrals than he has capacity
to serve. Most of his patient
visits are face-to-face, by choice,
and while he wears a simple
mask and eye protection;
he knows the risk involved.
For the last five years, Larry
has stayed fit by practicing
Israeli Krav Maga self-defense
and, since 2019, teaching as
a certified instructor. He is
also a firearms instructor, and
he has seen a brisk demand
for training. On a different
note, the family is doing fine.
Cynthia left a law firm after
12 years to take a great inhouse counsel job at Allianz
Financial (U.S. headquarters
in Golden Valley, MN). Lydia
is 15, loves playing viola, and
is taking driving lessons from
her dad. Lauren is 13, plays
in the Minneapolis Youth
Hockey League (but practice is
currently suspended), and plays
cello. Their youth symphony is
all online for now. Their school
is also all-online right now, and
he’s not so thrilled paying full
tuition for remote learning.

’84
During the COVID shutdown,
Roy Walters has spent the
majority of his time following
the hilarious banter on
Facebook between Dr. Felix
Chen and class-action attorney
extraordinaire Frank Watson.

’85

’89

Liz and Murray Garrott
are counselors at Sanctuary
Counseling Center, a
nonprofit they launched
about three years ago to
provide affordable counseling
to full-time vocational
ministry workers and their
immediate family members
in Memphis. The center now
serves over 600 clients from
150 organizations in Memphis
(churches, para-church,
nonprofit community), and the
counseling staff has increased
from four to six. Learn more at
sanctuarycounselingcenter.org.

Robert Ducklo is in-house
counsel at FHN Financial,
where he has been for 14 years
and works with classmates
Scott Sherman and Robert
MacQueen. As a lifelong
Tennessee Vols fan, Robert is
looking forward to yet another
head coaching search in the
next 3 to 5 years.

’88
Andrew McDermott is
escaping the craziness that
has become California and is
moving his family to Nashville.
David Willmott and his
wife, Catherine, have lived in
Portland the last 10 years, and
he got tired of the shutdowns.
He’s moving back to Memphis!
His oldest son, Charles, is
graduating high school this
spring in Portland and will be
heading to Williams to play
basketball and football. His
daughter, Wylly, has enrolled
at Hutchison for the spring
semester and will be able to
continue playing lacrosse. His
youngest son, George, will
be attending MUS in the fall
entering the 8th grade. We
are excited to have David and
Catherine back in Memphis!

Hank Holmes, president of
Cadence Bank (NYSE: CADE),
has been in banking since
1993. Cadence was started in
2010, Hank joined in 2011, and
now Cadence is an $18 billion
public bank with a Southeast
and Texas footprint. Hank lives
in Houston, TX, with his wife,
Claudia, and kids Harrison,
20, a sophomore at Ole Miss;
Caroline, 17, a junior; and
Charlie, 15, a freshman.
Pat Hopper recently celebrated
his 20th year at FedEx and
is currently the director
of Strategy Planning and
Analysis for FedEx Services.
He and his wife, Angie, live in
Memphis with their youngest
daughter, Lauren, who is a
senior at Hutchison. Their older
daughter, Sara Kate, graduated
from Hutchison in 2019 and is
currently a sophomore at UT
Knoxville.
Christopher Hughey is the
CEO of Fast Layne Solutions,
and he has also launched a
podcast, The Entrepreneur MD
(with a doctor as his co-host)
aimed at helping independent
physicians get their heads
around the business and
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Daniel taught thrift in time and money,
generosity in spirit

A

fter seeing the tribute to Skip Daniel (1932-2020) in MUS Today, Pearce Hammond
’86 shared a few remembrances. Pearce is managing director of Equity Research and
Renewables/Infrastructure/Midstream at Simmons Energy in Houston.

Skip Daniel was one of my favorites at MUS and definitely influenced me. I had Mr. Daniel for
7th grade Social Studies in the fall of 1980. There are a few life lessons he taught that I will
not forget:
1) He told us never to waste
time. If we were done with a
test and waiting for the rest of
the class to finish, he wanted
to see us pull out a book, study,
etc. He never wanted to see
us sitting at our desk staring
blankly out the window. He
wanted us to do something,
anything!
2) He helped inspire my love of
the stock market, which I have
carried over into a career in
equity research. I remember
From The Owl 1986: “Skip Daniel spent part of his summer rafting
down the Colorado River. He stands in front of the dangerous Lava
him talking about owning
Rapids,” rated Class 10 (the highest degree of difficulty in the
Walmart shares way back then
Grand Canyon).
and how well that investment
had worked out for him. We played the stock market game in his 7th grade class, and while I did
not win the competition, I still remember the company I selected for the competition (Ranger Oil).
I also took his economics class when I was a senior, which further fortified my investing interest.
3) He talked constantly and positively about his daughters, and while I was too young to
appreciate it at the time, I get it now as I have two daughters and love them immensely.
4) I always enjoyed his chapel slide shows from his trips. I too enjoy travel.
Mr. Daniel was a terrific person. I wish I could have replicated his thrift (I remember he drove a
Honda Civic before it was popular – I think it was a yellow car). I am making an online donation
today in his memory.
MUS is truly a unique place, and I was blessed to have so many good teachers, coaches,
and mentors.
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technology components of
modern medicine. His oldest
son, Nigel, is working for
Apple at their headquarters
in Cupertino, CA, while
Christopher lives in Charlotte
with two younger sons, Henry
(junior kindergarten) and
Harrison (3rd grade).
John Skipper Scott has moved
back to Arizona with his wife,
Laurian, and their 9-year-old
twins, Ovid and Hattie. He is
currently COO/Partner with
Kids Dental Brands. They
provide quality care for all kids,
regardless of family income.
John and Laurian are also
spearheading Thisbe & Noah’s
Promise Park: A Playground For
All! at the Nashville Zoo. It will
be an all-inclusive playground
custom-designed for all
children. To learn more, visit
www.promisepark.com. Thisbe
and Noah are their children
who passed away too early in
life from a rare type of motor
neuron disease, Brown-VialettoVan-Laere syndrome (BVVL),
sometimes known as Brown’s
Syndrome.
Also, we lost two classmates
this past year, Ben Perry and
Donnell Cobbins. Please keep
their families in your prayers.
(Read more about Donnell’s
passing in the story about his
brother, Darrell ’91, page 16.)

’90
Andrew Sutherland is now a
financial consultant with Harris
Financial Strategies Group of
Wells Fargo Private Wealth.
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George Edwards is managing
director of IOG Capital in
Dallas, TX.

Kevin Howard ’95, Nathan Howard ’92, Bryan Smith
’91, and Ned Laughlin ’94 cheered on the Owls at the
Father Ryan playoff game. The Owls overcame an early
deficit and scored 20 points in the third quarter to win
easily, 41-17, and advance to the semifinals.

’93

’00

Brandon Ehrhart has been
promoted to the position
of general counsel for DISH
Network. Brandon has
been part of the DISH legal
department since 2003.

Michael Liverance is vice
president of U.S. Sales and
Marketing at OsteoMed in
Addison, TX, which sells
orthopedic medical devices to
the global healthcare market.

’94

’02

Brad Black was recently
promoted to managing
director, Corporate
Administrative Solutions and
Transformation, at FedEx.

Scott Douglass has been
promoted to shareholder at
Patterson Intellectual Property
Law.

’96
Richie Hoffman lives outside
San Francisco with his wife
and two children. He continues
his work in IT for a software
company.

Stephen Rodda has taken a
new position as vice president,
Mortgage Lending, at Bank3.

’03
Owen Brafford is a production
sound mixer, filmmaker,
musician, and composer based
out of Minneapolis, MN.

Trey Flowers is the senior
minister of Beargrass Christian
Church in Louisville, KY.

Court Attorney for Justice
for 2020. The state Supreme
Court and the Access to Justice
Commission name the list of
Tennessee attorneys every year
for reporting at least 50 hours
of pro bono service.

Barlow Mann recently made
partner at McGuireWoods in
Charlotte, NC.

’06

Scott Williams has taken a
position as a fiber solutions
executive with AT&T Business
Solutions.

Beau Creson accepted an offer
to join K&L Gates LLP as a
partner in their new office in
Nashville.

’04

Alex Rainer lives in Denver,
CO, where he recently accepted
the position of director of sales
for Ascent360.

’07
We welcomed Star Academy
Charter School administrators
and board members to campus
in November for a tour.
Pictured from left are CFO
David Middleton, COO Dr. Ed
Stephens III, Board member
Paul Stephens ’10, Chief
Academic Officer James
Johnson, and Board member
Brandon Arrindell ’04. The
second-oldest charter school in
Memphis, Star Academy offers
students in Grades 		
K-6 a high standard of
education. Learn more at
StarAcademyCharter.org.

’05
Nelson Rainey has been
named a Tennessee Supreme

Stephen Bowie will be
graduating from residency
in diagnostic radiology at
Baptist Memorial Hospital
(Memphis) in June 2021. He
will be moving to Birmingham,
AL, for a one-year fellowship
in Musculoskeletal Imaging
at Alabama Orthopedic
Imaging/James Andrews Sports
Medicine Institute. He and his
wife, Lauren, welcomed a son,
Stephen Hogan, Jr. October 2.
Brandon Byrd has started
a new position as portfolio
manager at Delta Asset
Management, LLC.
John Reinhardt has been
promoted from captain to
major. He has moved back to
Memphis and left active duty.
He now works full time as
the operations officer for the
Logistics Readiness Squadron
at the 164th Airlift Wing in the
Tennessee National Guard.
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Thanks for the memories

A

fter reading Norman Thompson’s column in the last issue
of MUS Today, Eric Osborne ’00 sent an email to his
former English teacher. Eric gave us permission to share
it. An attorney at Sherrard Roe Voigt & Harbison in Nashville, he
focuses on the firm’s Antitrust and Cost Recovery, Government
Compliance and Investigation, and Commercial Litigation
practices. Surely grammar and composition skills developed at
MUS – and honed at Amherst College (B.A., French and history),
Princeton Theological Seminary (M. Div.), and Stanford Law
School (J.D.) – have served him well.
Mr. Thompson,

WINTER 2021

’08
Following three years with J.P.
Morgan’s Real Estate Banking
team, Michael Stein has
joined KKR in New York City.
He will be working within
Real Estate Capital Markets,
sourcing debt for KKR’s
acquisitions of real estate
companies, portfolios, and
individual assets.

’10

I’m writing to let you know how much I appreciated your Last
Word column in the most recent MUS Today, about being a part
of all that you have seen. The fact that the chapel speech you
reference was made in December of 1999 during my senior
year, and that our class was the last one to attend MUS before
the great rebuilding, made the writing all the more poignant. In
fact, this fall was supposed to have been our 20th reunion –
before the coronavirus made that impossible. So I think there is
a lot that is poignant this year.
The entire MUS Today
was a bit of a wake-up
for me, with the news
of Dr. Harkins’ and Mr.
Daniel’s deaths, and
the reminder that the
Latin Award is now
named for Wayne Duff.
My friends and I, when
we get together to
reminisce, often talk of
English with you and
Terry Shelton. When
Mr. Shelton died, I sent a memorial, but I never got the chance
to tell him, years later, just how extraordinary his teaching was.
So let me not miss that opportunity with you. Thank you for
your teaching and thank you for your wonderful article about
memories and the way that we shape and are shaped by
those around us.
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Hank Hill is living in
Vancouver, British Columbia,
and running a video
production company called
eastcherry (eastcherry.co). He’d
love to catch up with anyone
who is ever up that way.
Matthew Murphy is living in
Nashville and currently the
COO for The Commonwealth
Group Mortgage Banking Firm.
He and his founding partner
have hired 22 mortgage
underwriters since May 2020,
and they serve about 55 banks
and lenders nationwide.
He has also started his own
S-Corp, Murphy Capital
Management, performing
portfolio construction, active
investment management,
retirement planning, and

general financial and
investment consulting services.
Matthew Schaefer and his
wife, Rheagan, welcomed
their first child, Emmalyn, last
December. They are currently
living in Knoxville where he
works in sales for Dealers
Warehouse.
George Utkov is living in
Houston, TX, working with
a startup in branding and
marketing dealing with oil
parts.
Matt Williams and his
wife, Hannah, are living in
Minneapolis with their 2-yearold son, Levi. Matt is in school
full-time studying to become a
physician assistant with plans
to graduate in January 2022.
He is in the Air Force Reserve
serving as an admission liaison
officer.

’11
Jason Manis has taken a
new position in J.P. Morgan’s
Leverage Finance and
Corporate Client Banking
Group where he will be
providing debt financing
solutions to companies in
diversified industries. Jason is
based in New York City.

’12
David Lee and his parents,
Jerry and Anna Lee, of
Crestview Collection home
décor company donated funds
to purchase 3,600 pounds of
pork roasts for a Mid-South
Food Bank drive-through
event hosted on campus
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’13

position at Northern Arizona
University in the School of
Earth and Sustainability.

Jefferson Douglas is living
in Knoxville and working in
digital advertising as a search
marketing manager.

December 23 by the MUS
Civic Service Organization.
The Lees and other company
associates also came out to
help with the distribution.
David is director of business
development and sourcing
for Crestview, which has a
500,000 square foot facility in
Memphis and showrooms in
Atlanta, Las Vegas, and High
Point (NC). He also finds time
to stay connected to his alma
mater, serving on the Emerging
Leaders Executive Committee
and as an Alumni Phonathon
volunteer.
Tunkie Saunders is working
for the startup Redwood
Materials in Nevada. The
company develops scaling
technologies to recycle lithiumion batteries and other forms
of electronic waste, recovering
the valuable elements and
returning them to the supply
chain. Check out the website:
www.redwoodmaterials.com.
“I’m one of the key chemical
engineers, and I am focused on
process design, scaleup, and
operations,” he said. “Notably,
I did the process development
for our converters and brought
them to 24/7 operations.”

Chima Onwuka, pictured
during his chapel presentation
in 2019, is the owner and
CEO of Grind City Kicks
(grindcitykicks.com) an online
shoe and apparel retailer that
partners with businesses and
organizations to impact the
community. He was recently
listed as one of Memphis Flyer’s
20 under 30. Chima is also
the founder and president of
Grind City Cares, a nonprofit
organization that helps provide
significant resources to
communities in need. Chima
and GCC were featured on
Local 24 for a donation to the
Neighborhood Christian Center.
He is also an inspirational
speaker and is finishing an
internship for a master’s in
mental health counseling; next
he plans to pursue a doctorate
in clinical psychology.

’14
Francis Carlota and his
teammate from California
Western School of Law,
Jonathan Gonzalez, bested 168
teams from across the country
to win the 2021 ABA Law

Tom Fowlkes has taken a
position with Deloitte in the
Memphis Audit and Assurance
practice.
Student Division Negotiation
Competition in February.
“Entering the final day, we were
the No. 1 seed and never looked
back. Saturday was a marathon
where we faced three teams,
single elimination,” Francis
said. “Our day started at 4 a.m.
and went to 6 p.m. I was fueled
by Red Bull and adrenaline. But
somehow, some way, we did it.
We are NATIONAL
CHAMPIONS!!!”
Malik Smith works for
Raymond James in Memphis.
He just completed his second
year of coaching eighth grade
football at MUS.

’15
Hays Moreland is on the PGA
Tour - Mackenzie Tour, “which
is basically the Canadian Tour,”
he says. He is living in Memphis
but traveling and playing golf
professionally.

’16
Hudson Anthony lives in
Knoxville where he is a paid
search analyst at Tombras.

Danny Harris graduated
cum laude from Vanderbilt
University and is enrolled at
the School of Law at Emory
University.
Alex Mansour has been
promoted to incoming
transaction diligence analyst
at Ernst and Young.

’17
Christian Berry has taken
a new position as teaching
assistant at Princeton
University.
Reeves Eddins will graduate
from Southern Methodist
University this spring
with a bachelor’s in sports
management and a minor in
corporate communications and
public affairs.
Henry Trammell is currently a
senior at Washington and Lee
University.
Griffen Walden interviewed
Tom Marshall ’77 about
architecture, inspiration, and
conservation for a SplitReed.
com article - splitreed.com/
all-stories/tom-marshall.

Christian Fauser has
graduated from the University
of Montana and started grad
school in August 2020. He has
taken a teaching assistant
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Send news to your class representative listed below or to Ann Laughlin at ann.laughlin@musowls.org.
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Claude Crawford: grill17@yahoo.com
Bryan Nearn: bryan@bnearn.com
Metcalf Crump: metcrump@crumpfirm.com
Alex Wellford: awellford@farris-law.com
Scott May: sfmay@bellsouth.net
Jerry Bradfield: jbradfi293@aol.com
Doug Ferris: dferris@ffcfuelcells.com
Bill Quinlen: wlq1975@aol.com
Bob Heller: hrheller3@comcast.net
Rick Miller: rmiller634@aol.com
Chuck Smith: duckhead50@aol.com
John Pettey: john.pettey@raymondjames.com
Bill Ferguson
Terry Wilson: theactor@cypressusa.com
Kelly McGuire: c.kingu70@gmail.com
Jimmy Ogle: jimmyogle14@comcast.net
Barlow Mann: barlow.mann@sharpenet.com
Phil Wiygul: philwiygul@earthlink.net
Russell Day: rkday54@gmail.com
Joel Hobson: jhobson@hobsonrealtors.com
Cecil Humphreys: cecil@cecilhumphreys.com
Wise Jones: Wise.Jones@regions.com
Mark Ruleman: markruleman@gmail.com
Walker Sims: wsims@walkersims.com
Lee Marshall: lee57marshall@gmail.com
Gib Wilson: gwilson@lehmanroberts.com
Bruce Moore: jmoore1977@comcast.net
Cecil Godman: cecil.godman3@gmail.com
Rob Preston: robertpreston@reagan.com
Arthur Fulmer: afulmer@fulmerco.com
Jerry Martin: jmartin@kwilson.com
Greg Meyer: chief.vol@msn.com
Louis Jehl: ljehl@carlislecorp.com
Bryan Jones: bjones@landmarkbanktn.com
Mel Payne: mel_payne@yahoo.com
Jeff Harris: jeff.harris@stjude.org
Boyd Wade: bwade@fcgtn.com
John Dunavant: john.dunavant@dunavant.com
Ron Helmhout: ron@thecompanynurse.com
Craig Christenbury: craig@chillconstruction.com
Jimmy Harwood: jim.harwood@fabsrv.com
Bob McEwan: robert.mcewan@raymondjames.com
Ted Simpson: ted.simpson@pnfp.com
Owen Tabor: otabor@aol.com
Brad Conder: brad@unitedcapitalrecovery.com
Andy McArtor: andy@mcartor.com
Jeff Blumberg: jrblumberg@gmail.com
Kyle King: kturnerking@hotmail.com
Bill White: wswhite3@gmail.com
Max Painter: max.painter@att.net
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‘88 Fred Schaeffer:
fschaeffer@strategicfinancialpartners.com
‘89 Scott Sherman: scott.sherman@ftnfinancial.com
‘90 Brian Eason: brian@cobuilt.com
’90 Hootan Hidaji: hootanh@yahoo.com
’90 Jeff Kerlan: jeffrey.kerlan@sterncardio.com
‘91 Trevor Benitone: benitonec130@yahoo.com
‘91 Ellis Haddad: ellis.haddad@raymondjames.com
‘92 Chuck Hamlett: chamlett@goarmstrong.com
‘93 Thomas Quinlen: tquinlen@gmail.com
‘93 Gil Uhlhorn: guhlhorn@bassberry.com
‘94 Ben Clanton: bclanton@duncanw.com
‘94 Kirby May: kirbymay@hotmail.com
‘95 David Bradford: dbradford@ssr-inc.com
‘95 Gideon Scoggin: gscoggin@finfedmem.com
‘95 Will Thompson: wthompson@nfcinvestments.com
‘96 Nelson Cannon: nelson@cannonaustincannon.com
‘96 Rusty Shappley: wshappley@gmail.com
‘96 Spike Treadwell: spiketreadwell@hotmail.com
‘97 Justin Grinder: jgrinder@grindertaber.com
‘97 Trey Jones: trey.jones@ldcom.com
‘97 Michael Thompson: mthompsonjr@gmail.com
‘98 Erick Clifford: eclifford@leadcp.com
‘98 Don Drinkard: don.drinkard@cbre.com
‘98 Justin Lohman: lohmanjw@yahoo.com
‘99 Richard Burt: richardtburt@gmail.com
‘99 Chip Campbell: chip.campbell3@gmail.com
‘99 Norfleet Thompson: fltbuck@aol.com
‘99 Josh Winters: joshua.n.winters@gmail.com
‘00 Chris Hamilton: jchamil19@gmail.com
‘00 Jay McDonald: jaypmcdonald@gmail.com
‘00 Ryan Miller: phillipryanmiller@gmail.com
‘01 Harvey Kay: harvey.kay@gmail.com
‘01 Daniel McDonell: dmcdonell@gmail.com
‘01 Battle Williford: battlewilliford@gmail.com
‘02 Scott Adams: scott.adams@ftnfinancial.com
‘02 John Adrian: jcadrian@gmail.com
‘02 Frank Langston: flangston@gmail.com
‘02 Joe Pegram: jdp@sldpllc.com
‘03 Jamie Drinan: james.drinan@gmail.com
‘03 Edward Nenon: enenon@gmail.com
‘03 Henry Talbot: henry.b.talbot@gmail.com
’04 Kyle Slatery: kslat18@hotmail.com
‘04 Brad Spicer: bradford.spicer@gmail.com
‘05 Kane Alber: kane.alber@gmail.com
’05 Warner Russell: wgrussel1028@gmail.com
‘05 Sam Sawyer: samhuttonsawyer@gmail.com
‘06 Hunter Adams: hadams87@gmail.com
‘06 Chad Hazlehurst: chazlehu@gmail.com
’06 Reid Wesson: rwesson@reliantllc.com
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‘14
‘14
‘14
‘14
‘15
‘15
‘15
‘15
‘15
‘16
‘16
‘16
‘16
‘17
‘17
‘17
‘17
‘18
‘18
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’19
’19
‘20
‘20
‘20
‘20
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Neely Mallory: wneelymallory@gmail.com
Buck Towner: buck.towner@musowls.org
Michael Cross: mscrossjr@gmail.com
Connell Hall: wcchall1@gmail.com
Rhobb Hunter: srhunter5@yahoo.com
Robert Counce: rcounce@imcg.com
Jim Moore: jimmoore910@gmail.com
Stephond Allmond: allmond.stephond@gmail.com
Hank Hill: hank4hill@gmail.com
Jake Rudolph: jcrudolph4@gmail.com
Paul Stephens: paulstephens91@icloud.com
Blake Hennessy: blakehennessy11@gmail.com
Chase Schoelkopf: cschoelk@gmail.com
Scooter Taylor: ritaylor6@gmail.com
Edward Francis: jefrancis56@gmail.com
Anthony Hodges: ahodges21@student.gsu.edu
Lee Marshall: leermarshall41@gmail.com
Tripp Crews: trippcrews@gmail.com
Sam Moore: klx183@vols.utk.edu
Hurston Reed: hurstonreed@gmail.com
Jake Woodman: jakecwoodman@gmail.com
Hayden Combs: haydenpcombs@gmail.com
Cal Edge: caledge901@gmail.com
Chris Galvin: chris.finn.galvin@gmail.com
Anthony Walton: anthonylwalton@gmail.com
Tom Garrott: tgarrott@smu.edu
Pierce Jones: spj.jones09@gmail.com
Kamar Mack: krm94@georgetown.edu
Joseph Preston: jpres1@ucla.edu
Connor Wright: connor.m.wright97@gmail.com
Nathan Dinh: nathan.dinh47@gmail.com
Tim Hart: 35skates@gmail.com
Mac McArtor: macmca@live.unc.edu
Trammel Robinson: trammelrobinson16@gmail.com
Josh Gray: 98joshua.gray17@gmail.com
Marcus Gronauer: dukeboy8@gmail.com
Alex Hyde: hyde.alex11@gmail.com
Evan Smith: evansmith11@gmail.com
Barry Klug: pbklug64@gmail.com
Mathon Parker: mathon.parker99@gmail.com
Daniel Shumake: foofighter2210@gmail.com
Scott Burnett: scottyb2256@gmail.com
Stephen Christenbury:
christenburystephen@gmail.com
William Quinlen: wquinlen@gmail.com
Robert Dickinson: rd3804@gmail.com
Hunter Kendall: kendall144@gmail.com
Will McEwan: will.mcewan@icloud.com
Will Portera: wportera5@gmail.com

Includes gifts received 10/20/20 – 2/24/21

GIFTS IN MEMORY
AND HONOR

Your gifts in memory of loved ones or in honor of special friends enable young men at MUS to receive a world-class
education. Memorials to Memphis University School support the Annual Fund program. Families of those whose
memories are honored will be notified by an appropriate card with an acknowledgment to the donor. We gratefully
acknowledge the following gifts to the school:
IN MEMORY OF
CHARLES B. ALLEN IV ’77
Mr. and Mrs. Edward C.
Powell, Jr. ’77
Mr. John D. Stewart ’78
EDWARD ATKINSON III ’73
Dr. and Mrs. Stephen P.
Schoettle ’73
STEWART G. AUSTIN, SR. ’62
Mr. Perry D. Dement
Dr. and Mrs. C. D. Smith III ’60
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander W.
Wellford, Jr. ’60
HARRY I. BASS
Mr. and Mrs. Pearce W.
Hammond, Jr. ’86
JOAN WOOD BEARD
Mrs. Nancy W. Smith
LEO M. BEARMAN
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander W.
Wellford, Jr. ’60
A. ROBERT BOELTE, JR.
Mr. Raymond W. Moore, Jr. ’81
MILLARD M. BOSWORTH II ’68
Mr. and Mrs. W. Stuart
Dornette ’68
PETER M. BOWMAN
Mr. P. Layton Sanders ’71
JAMES T. CARNEY ’96
Mr. Chad Ballentine ’96
Mr. George N. Economides ’96
Mr. Richard T. Hoffman III ’96
Mr. and Mrs. T. Worthington
Jones III ’96
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W.
Ratton ’96
Mr. and Mrs. J. Britton
Williston ’96
VIRGINIA PIERCE CLINE
Mr. Perry D. Dement
Suzanne and Rob Preston ’78

DONNELL R. COBBINS, JR. ’89
Mr. and Mrs. William L. Askew III
Mr. Perry D. Dement
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel N.
Graham II ’80
Dr. and Mrs. Jeffrey E.
Kerlan ’90
Dr. Chloee K. Poag and
Mr. G. Dan Poag
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua D.
Poag ’91
Dr. Patti P. Ray and
Mr. W. Barry Ray
JASON L. CRABB ’91
Mr. and Mrs. J. Alexander
Crabb ’93
SENTER CAWTHON CROOK
Mr. Perry D. Dement
Mrs. Claire K. Farmer

W. CHAPMAN DEWEY ’83
Mr. Derek Scheidt and
Mr. D. Kevin Isom ’83
HART G. DILLARD ’70
Mr. Jud Whitlock ’70
RAVI T. DUGGIRALA ’89
Mr. and Mrs. S. Clay
Smythe ’85

Mr. and Mrs. William M.
Gotten ’60
Dr. and Mrs. Hugh T. Holt, Jr. ’76
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick W.
McCarroll ’92
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Mulroy
Mr. P. Layton Sanders ’71
Mr. and Mrs. Michael G. C.
Webster ’71

L. EDWIN ELEAZER III ’94
Mr. and Mrs. William P.
Abbay ’96

THOMAS E. HARRISON
Mr. Joseph Friend III ’05
Dr. Katherine E. McDonell and
Mr. Daniel C. D. McDonell ’01

MR. AND MRS. RICHARD L. ESSEX,
SR. ’67
Mr. and Mrs. Mark J.
Halperin ’67

WILLIAM R. HATCHETT
Mr. P. Layton Sanders ’71
Mr. and Mrs. Norman S.
Thompson, Jr.

IVA LOU AND ROBERT E. FLOWERS DOROTHY MEGAN HAYSMrs. Nancy W. Smith
BARZIZZA
SKIP DANIEL
Mr. and Mrs. L. Donelson
Mr. and Mrs. William L. Askew III KIRKPATRICK W. FREDERICK ’71
Miller ’80
Mr. and Mrs. Nat B. Ellis ’62
Mr. and Mrs. Barlow T. Mann ’71
Ms. Ruth K. Francis
RUSSELL J. HENSLEY, SR.
Mr. and Mrs. Pearce W.
WILLIAM P. FRI ’71
Mr. and Mrs. Richard C. Broer
Hammond, Jr. ’86
Mr. and Mrs. Barlow T. Mann ’71
Mr. Perry D. Dement
Mrs. Claire K. Farmer
BETTY SUSAN DEMAY
DALE GOLDMACHER
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony J. Hunt
Mrs. Claire K. Farmer
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford F.
Goldmacher ’86
JOHN F. HILTONSMITH
WILLIAM W. DEUPREE, JR. ’59
Mr. and Mrs. J. Fraser
Mr. and Mrs. William L. Askew III LOUIS H. HAGLUND ’75
Humphreys IV ’13
Mr. Donald G. Austin, Jr. ’59
Dr. and Mrs. Wiley T.
Mr. Jeffrey W. Posson ’03
Mr. Perry D. Dement
Robinson ’75
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis L.
Mr. P. Layton Sanders ’71
DENISE BOLTON HUNT
Haguewood
Mr. and Mrs. William L.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen T.
BEN DAVID HALE
Askew III
Malone ’59
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby A. Alston
Mr. Perry D. Dement
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan E.
Mr. and Mrs. William L. Askew III
Mrs. Claire K. Farmer
Nearn, Jr. ’59
Mr. and Mrs. Richard C. Broer
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis L.
Mrs. Nancy W. Smith
Mr. Perry D. Dement
Haguewood
Dr. and Mrs. Owen B. Tabor
Mrs. Claire K. Farmer
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald J. Lazarov
Mr. W. Ross Warner ’12
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis L.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew F.
Mr. and Mrs. Kent
Haguewood
Saunders III
Wunderlich ’66
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew F.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman S.
Saunders III
Thompson, Jr.
WILLIAM W. DEWEESE ’67
Dr. and Mrs. Gordon S.
JOHN E. HARKINS
W. THOMAS HUTTON ’61
Greeson, Jr. ’67
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar P.
Dr. and Mrs. F. Hammond
Atkinson ’90
Cole, Jr. ’61
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JAMILA IQBAL
Dr. and Mrs. Salman Saeed
JOHN PAUL “JACK” JONES
Dr. Daniel F. Fisher, Jr. ’68
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander W.
Wellford, Jr. ’60
LAWRENCE H. KEESEE ’69
Mr. John H. Keesee ’69
STEPHEN W. KELTNER ’65
Mr. and Mrs. W. Ray
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis K.
McKee, Jr. ’65
JUDITH DRINKARD KERN
Mr. Perry D. Dement
ARJUN KHARBANDA ’13
Mr. T. Peters Abston ’13
Mr. Philip M. Aiken ’13
Mr. and Mrs. J. Derrick
Baber ’13
Mr. Warren N. Ball III ’13
Mr. W. Matthew Bolton ’13
Mr. John H. Brand ’13
Mr. Dustin C. Conway ’13
Mr. and Mrs. John T.
Crews III ’13
Mr. Charles J. Goodfellow ’13
Mr. William H. Hoehn ’13
Mr. and Mrs. J. Fraser
Humphreys IV ’13
Mr. Farhan B. Kheraj ’13
Mr. Peyton W. Klawinski ’13
Mr. John W. Lewandowski ’13
Mr. Jackson M. Loeb ’13
Mr. William C. Mann III ’13
Mr. Andrew H. Miller II ’13
Mr. David A. Montgomery ’13
Mr. Samuel A. Moore ’13
Mr. W. Austin Pretsch ’13
Mr. and Mrs. James T.
Rantzow, Jr. ’13
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew D.
Renshaw ’13
Mr. W. Fort Robinson ’13
Mr. Samuel Rosenberg ’13
Mr. Christian B. Sanders ’13
Mr. Robert C. Scott ’13
Mr. J. Marshall Sharp, Jr. ’13
Mr. Edward L. Simpson, Jr. ’13
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick W.
Smith ’62
Mr. T. Alexander Taylor ’13
Mr. M. Alexander Weaver ’13
Mr. Jonathan K. Wilfong ’13
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MARGARET ANN KLUG
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby A. Alston
Mr. and Mrs. William L.
Askew III
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick A.
DeBardeleben IV
Mr. Perry D. Dement
Mr. and Mrs. D.
Hamilton Eggers, Sr. ’94
Mrs. Claire K. Farmer
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis L.
Haguewood
Mr. and Mrs. Recardo J. Heros
JOHN H. LAMMONS, JR. ’74
Dr. Lea Gilliland and Dr.
Charles A. Gilliland IV ’95
GAIL DAVIS LAUGHLIN
Mr. Harry W. Laughlin III ’68
ROSS M. LYNN
Mr. and Mrs. Henry W.
Morgan, Sr. ’61
Mr. P. Layton Sanders ’71
LEIGH W. MACQUEEN
Mr. P. Layton Sanders ’71
ALLEN TAYLOR MALONE ’59
Mr. Donald G. Austin, Jr. ’59
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan E.
Nearn, Jr. ’59
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander W.
Wellford, Jr. ’60
WILLIAM T. MAXWELL ’72
Mr. P. Layton Sanders ’71
DOUGLAS H. MCCLEW ’14
Mr. and Mrs. Walter C. Edge, Jr.
Ms. Perry H. McClew
Mr. Samuel B. Ostrow ’14
TRAVIS A. MCFARLIN
Mr. Perry D. Dement
BETTY JO HIGGS MCKEE
Mr. P. Layton Sanders ’71
FONTAINE B. MOORE ’70
Mr. Jud Whitlock ’70
RUTH MCCAUGHAN MORRISON
Mr. and Mrs. Mark J.
Halperin ’67
CARTER LEE MURRAY ’94
Mr. and Mrs. Richard E.
Gentry, Jr.

Mr. and Mrs. G. Kirby May ’94
JEAN FLANIGAN NORFLEET
Mr. Perry D. Dement
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis L.
Haguewood
Mrs. Nancy W. Smith
JERROLD W. OMUNDSON
Mr. James N. Toy ’97
BENJAMIN E. PERRY ’89
Ms. Julanne Portis,
Mr. Hardin P. Perry,
Ms. Julia M. Perry,
Ms. Dannal Perry,
Mrs. Hadley Arnold
H. JERRY PETERS
Mr. and Mrs. William L.
Askew III
Mr. and Mrs. Kevin A.
Russell ’81
MARTA STELLA PIERCE
Mrs. Nancy W. Smith
LEE JACKSON POWELL
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander W.
Wellford, Jr. ’60
THOMAS B. PRESTON
Suzanne and Rob Preston ’78
VIJAY BABU RAYUDU ’03
Dr. and Mrs. Alan F.
Humphreys ’03
SCOTT M. REMBERT ’70
Mr. Jud Whitlock ’70
STEPHEN H. RHEA, JR. ’68
Ms. Anne E. Frassinelli and
Mr. William B. Ferguson ’68
Mr. and Mrs. Cleo W.
Stevenson, Jr. ’68
JACKSON J. ROBERTS ’14
Mr. Christopher F. Galvin ’14
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas F.
Galvin, Mr. Daniel P. Galvin
’12, Mr. Christopher F.
Galvin ’14, Mr. Owen T.
Galvin ’16
The OLAS
Mr. Samuel B. Ostrow ’14
Mrs. Nancy S. Roberts
Mr. Luke C. Stallings ’14

W. TRENT SCULL, SR. ’86
Mrs. Joan T. Morgan
Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey S.
Schlosberg ’86
MONTGOMERY B. SERNEL ’90
Mr. and Mrs. Kevin J.
Wilson ’94
DEWITT M. SHY, JR. ’69
Mrs. Florence Campbell
JOHN MURRY SPRINGFIELD
Mr. and Mrs. Frank M.
White, Jr. ’92
RAY U. TANNER
Mr. Perry D. Dement
Mrs. Claire K. Farmer
Mr. and Mrs. J. Kimbrough
Taylor ’84
ROBERT PARRISH TAYLOR III ’96
Mr. and Mrs. William F.
Bailey, Jr. ’96
Mr. Chad Ballentine ’96
Mr. and Mrs. Sean B. Conta
’96
Mr. George N. Economides ’96
Mr. Richard T. Hoffman III ’96
Mr. and Mrs. T. Worthington
Jones III ’96
The Honorable and
Mrs. Brian K. Kelsey ’96
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W.
Ratton ’96
Mr. and Mrs. Brian D.
Ricketts ’96
Mr. and Mrs. J. Britton
Williston ’96
D. EUGENE THORN
Mr. and Mrs. Henry W.
Morgan, Sr. ’61
J. NEIL TOWNSEND ’75
Mr. Perry D. Dement
Dr. and Mrs. Wiley T.
Robinson ’75
JANICE CAROL WESTBROOK
Mr. and Mrs. Brandon L.
Westbrook ’92
WILLIAM A. WHITSITT ’76
Mr. Michael E. Gunn
J. BARNEY WITHERINGTON III ’62
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel N.
Copp, Jr. ’62

Includes gifts received 10/20/20 – 2/24/21

GIFTS IN MEMORY
AND HONOR

MALCOLM BARBORO WOOD ’71
The Wood family

IN HONOR OF
VAN M. ABBAY ’23
Mr. and Mrs. James L.
Westbrook
JOSEPH W. ABRAHAMS ’96
Mr. Thomas M. Hewgley ’96
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua D.
Poag ’91

MARK G. BILLIONS, JR. ’26
Dr. and Mrs. Gerald F. Billions
Dr. and Mrs. Emmel B.
Golden, Jr.
C. JOHN BLACKWELL ’23
Mr. and Mrs. Ceylon B.
Blackwell, Jr.
PHILIPPE M. BLAIS ’06
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel S. Antonelli
MICAH BRAFFORD ’98
Mr. and Mrs. H. Wayne Brafford

DR. AND MRS. R. LOUIS ADAMS ’70 OWEN H. BRAFFORD ’03
Mr. and Mrs. William L. Askew III
Mr. and Mrs. H. Wayne Brafford
BOBBY A. ALSTON
Mr. and Mrs. Jay W. Williams
ERNEST G. AMSLER III
Mr. Matthew C. T. Edwards ’08
NICHOLAS D. ANTONELLI ’13
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel S. Antonelli

THOMAS L. BROWN
Mr. J. Durham Bryce, Jr. ’12
Mr. Austin J. Smith ’09
Dr. Robert H. Winfrey, Jr.
E. LOUIS BRUNDICK IV ’25
Dr. and Mrs. Edward L.
Brundick, Jr.

SALLY A. ASKEW
R. HOWARD CANNON ’80
Mr. and Mrs. Robert D. Gooch III
Mrs. Kathryn G. Cannon
Mr. W. Fort Robinson ’13
T. Hall Cannon ’95
ROBERT A. AYOTTE ’20
Mrs. Kathryn G. Cannon
Mr. and Mrs. Ron Ayotte
Mr. Michael McDonnell
STEPHEN M. CATES ’21
Anonymous
J. DERRICK BABER ’13
Ms. June A. Baber
THOMAS P. CATES ’23
Mr. and Mrs. Joel H. Porter
BENJAMIN C. BAILEY ’99
Dr. Marion Bailey and
DUNCAN M. CHESNEY ’92
Mr. David J. Hulbert
Dr. Carolyn M. Chesney and
Dr. Thomas M. Chesney
MATTHEW D. BAKKE
Mr. and Mrs. Robert D. Gooch III MARK S. CHUBB
Mr. and Mrs. Robert D. Gooch III
FINN P. BARRY ’25
Mr. and Mrs. Brian R. Barry
DARRELL T. COBBINS ’91
Dr. Patti P. Ray and Mr. W.
WARREN H. BARRY III ’21
Barry Ray
Mr. and Mrs. Fletcher F.
Maynard III ’97
CHRISTOPHER J. COLBECK
Mr. and Mrs. Robert D. Gooch III
DON BENITONE
The Benitone Boys
C. TATE CONRAD ’92
Mrs. Sammy Ann Marshall
JOHN G. BILLIONS ’23
’24
Dr. and Mrs. Gerald F. Billions
LEE A. COULOUBARITSIS
Mrs. Margaret R. Evans

J. PHILIP COX ’81
Mrs. Janet H. Cox
J. STEWART COX, JR. ’78
Mrs. Janet H. Cox
MARK H. COX ’89
Mrs. Janet H. Cox
WILLIAM C. CRAFT ’25
The Honorable and
Mrs. Christopher B. Craft ’69
ERIC G. DALLE ’93
Mr. and Mrs. J. Alexander
Crabb ’93
HEATHER L. DAVIS
Mr. and Mrs. Robert D. Gooch III
JULIA M. DEBARDELEBEN
Mr. and Mrs. Robert D. Gooch III
PERRY D. DEMENT
Mrs. Peggy W. Seessel
G. WEBB DANIEL ’22
Mrs. Lundy W. Daniel
LUKE A. DONOVAN ’21
Mrs. Hazel Anderson
SUSAN B. FABER
Dr. and Mrs. William W.
Tomford ’63
HUNTER S. FAIR ’25
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis N. Koehn
JUDSON T. FAIR ’21
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis N. Koehn
WILLIAM B. FERGUSON ’68
Mr. and Mrs. J. Edgar
Moser III ’68

PHYLLIS BURNELL GARDNER
Mr. and Mrs. William L.
Askew III
EMMEL B. GOLDEN III ’97
Dr. and Mrs. Emmel B.
Golden, Jr.
J. WELLFORD GOULD ’13
Dr. and Mrs. Richard H. Gould
PUSHPA GYAMLANI
Dr. Geeta Gyamlani and
Dr. Ganpat Valaulikar
MR. AND MRS. ELLIS L.
HAGUEWOOD
Mrs. Deborah Dunklin Tipton
MYRON ASHNER HALLE III ’71
Mr. Robert M. Halle ’76
WILLIAM D. HALLIDAY ’22
Mr. and Mrs. Robert M.
Danner, Jr.
DANNY H. HARRIS III ’16
Mr. and Mrs. L. Charbonnier
Miller
JOSHUA N. HAWKINS ’14
Mr. S. Roscoe Hawkins
MR. AND MRS. RICARDO J. HEROS
Mr. and Mrs. William L.
Askew III
WILLIAM W. HESS ’24
Mr. and Mrs. W. Terrell Bell
WILLIAM B. HICKY ’99
Mr. and Mrs. Bliss Y. Hicky
GRIFFIN T. HOOD ’21
Mrs. Rebecca S. Davies

MR. AND MRS. RICHARD L. FISHER JACKSON J. HOWELL ’18
’72
Mr. and Mrs. W. Mark Howell
Mr. and Mrs. William L. Askew III
AUSTIN K. HULBERT ’01
P. BENNETT FRAZER, JR. ’25
Dr. Marion Bailey and
Mrs. W. Harry Frazer III
Mr. David J. Hulbert
NICHOLAS A. GALLER ’23
Ms. Mary S. Shelton
SAM M. GALLER ’26
Ms. Mary S. Shelton

MRS. BERNICE H. HUSSEY AND
DR. C. HAL BRUNT
Mr. and Mrs. William L.
Askew III
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Includes gifts received 10/20/20 – 2/24/21

GIFTS IN MEMORY
AND HONOR

LINDA H. HUTTON
Dr. and Mrs. F. Hammond
Cole, Jr. ’61
MR. AND MRS. JOSEPH R. HYDE
III ’61
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick W.
McCarroll ’92
ZION X. JAMES ’22
Ms. Mary Norman
Dr. Mia Boyland James
ANDREW M. JONES ’23
Mrs. Violet Olsen
PAUL T. JONES ’21
Mrs. Violet Olsen

J. MCGEHEE OWEN ’22
Mrs. Norma D. Owen

BAKER M. SCHELL ’25
Mr. Michael McDonnell

JOHN E. MARCOM, JR. ’75
Mrs. Mary Lee Marcom

RICHARD L. OUYANG ’15
Mrs. Hua Peng and
Mr. Shen Ouyang

M. ANDREW SCHELL ’23
Mr. Michael McDonnell

NOAH MARELLE
Mr. Henry G. Loeb ’70
FLETCHER F. MAYNARD III ’97
Mr. and Mrs. Bliss Y. Hicky
JOHN W. MCALLISTER ’24
Mr. and Mrs. Jim C. Davis
WYATT T. MCALLISTER ’24
Mr. and Mrs. Jim C. Davis

JOSEPH H. KEELER ’23
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd L. Hearn

JAY P. MCDONALD, JR. ’00
Mr. and Mrs. J. Paul
McDonald, Sr. ’70

WALLACE L. KEELER ’26
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd L. Hearn

J. HAYS MCDONNELL ’25
Mr. Michael McDonnell

ANDREW W. KERR ’22
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson N. Trotter

MICHAEL J. MCDONNELL ’24
Mr. Michael McDonnell

PHILLIP KIRSCH ’98
Mrs. Ronni Z. Kirsch

DANIEL J. MESKIN ’20
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold E. Perl

W. MCCULLOUGH LADD ’25
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin M.
Ladd
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry D. Ladd
Mr. and Mrs. James L.
McCullough, Jr.

JACOB L. MESKIN ’17
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold E. Perl

DR. AND MRS. ASGHAR KOLEYNI
Mr. Kenneth C. Koleyni ’93
Christopher M. Lewis
Mr. and Mrs. Robert D.
Gooch III
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N. GATES LUTON ’24
Dr. and Mrs. Bruce S. Alpert

BENNETT C. MORROW ’25
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Morrow
JAMES M. MORROW, JR. ’18
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Morrow

MARTIN W. LIFER III ’79
Mrs. Gerlene S. Lifer

LOYAL W. MURPHY IV ’86
Mr. and Mrs. Robert D.
Gooch III
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua D.
Poag ’91
Dr. Robert H. Winfrey, Jr.

JAMES B. LONG ’10
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher R.
Long

MUS ARTS DEPARTMENT
Mr. and Mrs. Steven E.
Hancock

JEB W. LOSCH ’22
Mr. and Mrs. William C.
Losch III

MUS LOWER SCHOOL FACULTY
AND STAFF
Mr. Ernest G. Amsler III

GEORGE C. LUTON ’26
Dr. and Mrs. Bruce S. Alpert

REECE A. NEEDHAM ’22
Mr. and Mrs. William C. Miller
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OWEN M. PARKER ’25
Ms. Jean O. Ridolphi
CHRISTOPHER B. PARKS II ’21
Ms. Elizabeth H. Lee
TAYLOR G. PATTESON ’23
Mrs. Taylor G. Holland
WILLIAM B. PATTESON ’21
Mrs. Taylor G. Holland
WILLIAM H. PITTMAN ’22
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrencee W.
Pittman
AMY R. POAG
Mr. and Mrs. Robert D.
Gooch III
HAYS PRATHER ’24
Mr. J. Walker Hays III

H. CLAY SHELTON IV ’97
Mr. and Mrs. Henry C.
Shelton III ’68
WILLIAM W. SHELTON ’99
Mr. and Mrs. Henry C.
Shelton III ’68
DAVID L. SIMPSON V ’23
Mrs. David L. Simpson III
ROBERT F. SMITH
Dr. and Mrs. W. Scott
King, Jr. ’66
GARRETT SMITHSON
Mr. and Mrs. Robert D.
Gooch III
JACKSON S. SOLBERG ’17
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald A.
Solberg

DOTY RAWSON ’23
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur W. Doty

R. TATE SOLBERG ’14
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald A.
Solberg

M. THOMPSON SAENGER ’26
Mr. and Mrs. Norman S.
Thompson, Jr.

W. COOPER SOLBERG ’25
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald A.
Solberg

PETER D. SANDERS
Mr. and Mrs. Robert D.
Gooch III
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick W.
McCarroll ’92
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua D.
Poag ’91

WYATT M. SOLBERG ’23
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald A.
Solberg

MR. AND MRS. PETER D.
SANDERS
Mrs. Deborah Dunklin Tipton
Mr. and Mrs. W. Scott Young

SAMUEL D. SUDDARTH III
Mr. and Mrs. Robert D.
Gooch III

CARTER N. SAYLE ’26
Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth G. Carter
HARRY E. SAYLE V ’24
Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth G. Carter
FREDERICK C. SCHAEFFER III ’22
Mrs. Josephine P. Schaeffer

THOMAS R. STEPHENSON ’05
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas R.
Stephenson

CARRIGAN C. SULCER ’21
Dr. and Mrs. Richard B. Colditz
R. BARRET SUMMERS ’23
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Halter
Mr. and Mrs. Richard B.
Summers
JAMES S. TASHIE ’25

Includes gifts received 10/20/20 – 2/24/21

GIFTS IN MEMORY
AND HONOR

Ms. Judie L. Centko
D. WHITFIELD TENENT ’00
Mr. and Mrs. Robert D.
Gooch III
Mr. C. Kyle Slatery ’04
NORMAN S. THOMPSON, JR.
Mr. Charles S. Day ’74
Mr. Gordon Robertson III ’86
RYAN E. TURNER ’10
Mr. and Mrs. Steven M. Turner
MATTHEW D. TUTOR ’91
Mr. Lee R. Dickinson ’91
JAMES VAN DER JAGT ’23
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E.
Bozeman
J. MATTHEW WALKER ’23
Mrs. Ruth Ferguson
D. SWEPSTON WALLACE III ’16
Mr. and Mrs. David S.
Wallace, Jr.
J. HENRY WEEKS ’22
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph I.
McCormack
MR. AND MRS. JOHN C. WHITE
Mr. and Mrs. William L.
Askew III
TERRY A. WILSON ’68
Mr. and Mrs. J. Edgar
Moser III ’68
ROBERT H. “DOC” WINFREY, JR.
Mr. Patrick T. Holt ’12

A special opportunity for those
70½ years old and older

Make a gift
tax-free with
an IRA

Make a difference today and save on taxes by
supporting Memphis University School through your
IRA. You can give any amount (up to a maximum
of $100,000) per year from your IRA directly to a
qualified charity such as Memphis University School
without having to pay income taxes on the money.
This popular gift option is commonly called the IRA
charitable rollover, but you may also see it referred to
as a qualified charitable distribution, or QCD for short.

Why Consider This Gift?
Your gift will be put to use today, allowing you to see
the difference your donation is making.
Beginning in the year you turn 72, you can use your
gift to satisfy all or part of your required minimum
distribution (RMD).
You pay no income taxes on the gift. The transfer
generates neither taxable income nor a tax deduction,
so you benefit even if you do not itemize your
deductions.
Since the gift does not count as income, it can
reduce your annual income level. This may help lower
your Medicare premiums and decrease the amount of
Social Security that is subject to tax.
Find more information on our Estate Planning web
page: plannedgiving.musowls.org.
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Fa'a Samoa – “the Samoan Way” – meets surf lifesaving training at Utulei Beach in
Pago Pago Harbor, American Samoa. Since 2011 Bruckner Chase ’84 has worked
with the people of the archipelago teaching surf lifesaving skills and water safety
through his Ocean Positive Foundation in association with NOAA and the American
Samoa Government. Read about his work around the world to help people enjoy
open water while avoiding its perils on page 5.
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